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*Established 1621 as Oxford Physic Garden - used for growing medicinal herbs to teach medical students.
Oxford Medical Alumni Update

Oxford Medical Alumni (OMA) promotes good fellowship amongst graduates from the Oxford Medical School by offering regular communications through meetings in Oxford and elsewhere for continued learning, exchange of ideas, networking, and socialising.

REUNIONS
Reunions have been confirmed for 2022 for those who qualified in 1972, 1982, 1992, 2002 and 2012. A full schedule is on page 37. See the link www.medsci.ox.ac.uk/get-involved/alumni/events-and-reunions/oxford-medical-school-reunions. Details of the events and how to register will be sent to each cohort.

WE NEED YOUR HELP PLEASE: YEAR CHAMPIONS!
We need ‘Year Champions’ to review the lists of preclinical and clinical graduates in their cohort, and check they are complete and accurate. This will allow us to promote future reunions sooner and more efficiently. If you are willing to serve as the ‘Champion’ for your year, please contact oma@medsci.ox.ac.uk.

WE NEED YOUR HELP PLEASE: CAREER ADVICE FOR JUNIOR DOCTORS!
OMA recognises the challenges facing young doctors, some of whom are seeking inspiration and advice on their future careers. We have learnt to facilitate informal relationships around providing career advice. If you feel you have something to offer (we are particularly looking for consultants or senior trainees who qualified between 1990 and 2012 and are up to date with training programmes and consultant recruitment), please contact Dr Will Seligman (seligmanw@gmail.com).

OXFORD MEDICAL LECTURE CLUB (OMLC)
The OMLC invites distinguished, entertaining, and interesting speakers to talk about their specialty and latest developments in clinical and scientific research. The meetings are currently held on the last Monday of the month between 13.00 and 14.00 at St Hugh’s College and via Zoom. For more information on the schedule of upcoming speakers and topics, please go to pages 30–31 or this link: www.medsci.ox.ac.uk/podcasts.ox.ac.uk/series/recollecting-oxford-medicine-oral-histories.

RECONNECTING WITH FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES
If you have lost touch with old friends and colleagues and would like to reconnect, please email us at oma@medsci.ox.ac.uk, and we will do our best to help.

OMA ADVISORY BOARD (OMAB)
Dr Lyn Williamson (President), Dr Roger Bodley (Honorary Treasurer), Dr Zoe Alexopoulou, Professor Sir John Bell, Sir Michael Dixon, Ms Christine Farchild (Director of Alumni Relations for the University), Dr Laurence Leaver, Dr Tim Littlewood, Dr David McCartney, Professor John Morris, Professor Gavin Screaton, Dr William Seligman, Professor John Stern, Dr Catherine Swales, Dr Robert Wilkes, Dr Kevin Windебank, and Miss Caroline Valensise. Thank you to Dr David Matthew’s excellent review of diabetes treatment past, present and future is complemented by Neel Gibbons and Ann Ross-Russell’s sincere and compelling accounts of living and working with childhood-onset Type 1 DM. Insulin’s dark side then rears up again in our letters section.

Ask a busy person - we are always grateful to Charles Bangham for his lucid Covid-19 updates. A heartfelt thank you to all our contributors. Their eclectic mix of pieces foster the warm sense of belonging which reaches between editions and across generations. One long haul air flight is two metres below the logarithmic ‘CO2 emission sliding scale’ that one long haul air flight is two metres below the logarithmic ‘CO2 emission sliding scale’ to all consciences, especially when we see on air to student electives which should speak to us.

What was it like to be a clinical student at the time of the Queen’s Coronation in 1953? How has surgery changed over the decades? How did the clinical school evolve from such humble beginnings? Enjoy surprisingly candid and amusing accounts from three elder statesmen Terence Ryan, Malcolm Gough and Richard Mayou, and look out for cameo appearances from JGGL and TDRH.

The medical student contributions are rich and varied. From the eloquence of the rowing reports to Joe Wilson’s account of his impressive work with Covid Early Alert Service. The last words go to Hannah Chase and Sarah Peters with their honest debate about flying abroad to student electives which should speak to all consciences, especially when we see on their logarithmic ‘CO2 emission sliding scale’ that one long haul air flight is two metres below the table. More immediate is the carbon cost of interviewing over the last 14 years has produced this special edition. But persevere. Dealing with uncertainty is our USP. Chris Whitty leads by example to Osler’s challenge and defines the Science of Uncertainty. Tim Crossley, Chris Whitty and Alastair Graham explore uncertainty through the prisms of general practice, renal medicine, and via orthopaedics to magical beliefs and ritual. Wherever next? Enjoy these authoritative, wise and thought-provoking pieces.
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Uncertainty in Medicine and Public Health

The second trade-off is between certainty and hazards/benefit ratio of the treatment, whether at an individual or population level. If for a treatment the hazards and cost to the patient, wider society and the NHS are trivial, it is rational to have a low threshold for doing it, even in the face of much uncertainty about whether it is the right thing to do. For example, if one is quite uncertain whether a patient has myocardial infarction it is wholly rational to give aspirin unless there are clear contraindications. Thrombolysis requires a higher degree of certainty. The more dangerous, difficult and expensive treatment is, the more we need to narrow the funnel of uncertainty by taking more time, effort and resource over diagnosis of the problem. It is important when considering this to consider wider societal costs as well as individual costs; antimicrobial resistance is an example where the risk to the individual patient of acting is usually relatively low but the risk to society of multiple prescriptions based on low probability is high. This trade-off between certainty and hazard/benefit ratio is true also at a population or public health level; an intervention such as recommending more exercise needs much lower level of certain than something with the cost and damage to society of a full national lockdown.

The third trade-off is between pragmatism and chasing a diagnosis to the end. Quite frequently in medicine we are not confident we know what the diagnosis is (considerable diagnostic uncertainty), but we are confident that all serious or life-threatening diagnoses, which are a small subset, have been reasonably excluded (low diagnostic uncertainty). For example, if one has narrowed down to a small group of diagnoses which can be treated as a syndrome and accept that whilst a more definite diagnosis is possible, it is unlikely to provide much benefit to the patient. An example would be a diagnosis of pneumonia; it may be possible to find the aetiological organism but, in most hospitals, pneumonia will be treated with antibiotics to cover the great majority of likely causes. It would be possible to narrow uncertainty down further, but it would be disproportionate and probably retard final decision-making and treatment.

For both the patient and the doctor but in every area of medicine there are patient groups where we are no more able to diagnose aetologically then in Osler’s day, and we must proceed on the basis of high uncertainty which will never become more certain until science advances. The second is consent. This is an area where individual clinical medicine and public health practice diverge in an important way. In particular when we are proceeding clinically with a potentially high-risk course of action (an operation or a drug with serious side-effects, for example) but based on diagnostic uncertainty, being able to discuss the level of uncertainty with the individual patient or occasionally their representatives is critical and allows them to balance risks and take a decision that works for them. A key skill of medicine is accurately transmitting the level of uncertainty as part of the consent process. Public health interventions, particularly ones from central government, do not have the ability to get individual consent. Elected representatives consent on behalf of society and they also therefore need to understand the level of uncertainty. In general, and reasonably, political leaders are more cautious consenting to higher risk public health interventions on behalf of others when there are high levels of uncertainty than they might do for a risky operation for themselves. For example, much of the commentary on the early stages of the COVID pandemic does not fully acknowledge the reality that political leaders around the world were asked to consent to lockdown measures with significant social, economic, educational and non-COVID public health costs whilst there was still considerable uncertainty about the medium-term course of the pandemic, the disease and the efficacy of the public health interventions.

Another cross-cutting issue is prior probability, often realised as Bayesian probability. This is an area where medical training often handles uncertainty badly. Far more emphasis and prestige is given to clinicians who manage to identify a rare disease correctly, than the more subtle skill of recognising that a rare disease is unlikely in a particular group because of prior probability and proceeding accordingly. A 70-year-old non-smoking woman with chest pain is extremely unlikely to have myocardial infarction and multiple lines of evidence would be needed to convince a sensible clinician that she did; a 70-year-old smoking diabetic male with the same symptoms would need much less supporting data to be treated along a MI pathway. This is a rather obvious example but a lot of unnecessary treatments are started in medicine because doctors failed to take into account low prior probability and have a greater degree of certainty that someone has a diagnosis than they should.

A final cross-cutting theme is what resources are available both diagnostically and for treatment. Investigating a patient for disease you cannot treat is often not the right decision even if it does reduce your own level of uncertainty, especially if doing so takes resources away from others who could have been treated. As medical science improves, and diagnostic and therapeutic options expand, the setpoint of how far it is rational to go medically to reduce uncertainty changes. This is especially stark in lower-resource parts of the world where doctors working in highly constrained health services need to marshal resources very efficiently.

If we take these together it becomes clear where Osler’s concept of the science of uncertainty in medicine is...
We are delighted to announce that Professor Sir Chris Whitty, will deliver the 2022 OSLER LECTURE

The Role of the State, the Medical Profession, and the Public in Preventing Ill Health

on Saturday, 17 September at 16.00 BST, on behalf of Oxford Medical Alumni.

This will be the keynote lecture of the popular MEETING MINDS OXFORD program

16-18 September 2022.

https://www.alumni.ox.ac.uk/events/meeting-minds


We might consider explaining the size of the risk. The incidence of childhood meningitis in the 1980’s when I started in practice amounted to seeing a case about twice in a working GP’s lifetime. This was much reduced, as the vaccines for Hib, Pneumococcus and more recently meningococci were developed. The risk in our patient is thus vanishingly small so why not explain that? But this doesn’t help. Personal perception of risk is a fascinating field, where emotion and anecdote triumph over science.

A one in a thousand risk feels fifty/fifty. A near certainty like catastrophic climate change, feels improbable.

We are never certain that he knows what he’s doing. Actually, when I asked, he said he couldn’t be 100% sure of anything.
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...we have to find the words to impart those messages, the sense of shared responsibility for handling the uncertainty

"It takes the most advanced communication skills to impart the idea of living with a level of uncertainty whilst behind you is a glorious array of gadgets and nerdy types in white coats.

There is no bluffing and no futile treatments tried or offered.

In the renal ward we were in a different position. We had the means to delay death in those with renal failure even if death would be preferable to the effects of the underlying disease. We also faced the patients in whom dialysis itself was becoming very difficult but not impossible to apply, who would die if we discontinued it. "We must carry on," they said. We could not reply that death will come, only that it might be. There is no bluffing and no futile treatments tried or offered.

In the renal ward we were in a different position. We had the means to delay death in those with renal failure even if death would be preferable to the effects of the underlying disease. We also faced the patients in whom dialysis itself was becoming very difficult but not impossible to apply, who would die if we discontinued it. "We must carry on," they said. We could not reply that death will come, only that it might be. There is no bluffing and no futile treatments tried or offered.

Communication skills training, the biggest advance in medical education in the last fifty years, focuses on the patient (ideas, concerns, expectations) staggering towards their diagnostic or pseudo-diagnostic label. The concept of uncertainty not only being an acceptable end-point but a persistent one is very hard to get across comfortably. The doctor who is themselves struggling to rationalise risk will struggle to impart confidence, and have many a sleepless night. Patients spot the nervous clinician and mistake anxiety for poor judgement, making them unlikely to follow advice.

It is tougher for secondary care. Here expectations of certainty are appropriately higher and the need to exclude sinister pathology on all minds. But doctors at any level cannot guarantee their work, in the way a car manufacturer does theirs. Ford knows (say) 1% of its vehicles may need a repair inside a year and just builds the cost of fixing into the price. Doctors know that no anaeusthenic, even in the fittest patient, is literally 100% safe though much better than 99%. The pressure to get to 100% and the subsequent over-investigation and testing of patients is not seen as a problem by the public. There is a sense that if the scan doesn’t give a clear answer there must be another which can. Or another even smarter doctor who knows of a scan which can.

Whatever happened to Masterly Inactivity? This powerful management technique beloved of politicians and physicians is out of fashion because we cannot allow uncertainty. We wait watchfully at our peril and like a hapless minister with a crisis feel the need to manage uncertainty by doing something rather than nothing. It takes the most advanced communication skills to impart the idea of living with a level of uncertainty whilst behind you is a glorious array of gadgets and nerdy types in white coats.

Primary care has the safety net of relatively easy access. Appointment systems aside, it is effective to say to a patient from whom one has taken a careful headache history and concluded clinically that we are not all likely to be in brain tumour territory, to return if there are unexpected developments. This won’t work in a ward setting. We can risk manage it: the hospital will order an MRI.

Medical self-confidence is a tricky zone between clinical skills, judgement, authority, humility, charm and a pretty good understanding of maths. One in a thousand is not fifty/fifty. There is no room for arrogance but space for giving strong guidance to patients, especially when the stakes are high. Take the vaccine, it is safer than a couple of aspirin. For sure.

Please.

"The debate on whether the law on assisted dying should be changed should be conducted rationally and calmly"

Both the London Royal College of Physicians and the BMA, have adopted a neutral position on assisted dying which for the avoidance of argument is not the euthanasia described above. They have been criticised by a lobby of palliative care and other physicians for doing so. My own thinking was originally orthodox. I was opposed. My certainty was challenged by listening to Lord Joffe speak at the RCP about his 2003 Private Members Bill for the House of Lords: Assisted Dying for the Terminally Ill Bill. I am probably one in a minority of those holding an opinion, who read that Bill. I now believe that the BMA and RCP are right and here share my reflections, as a nephrologist, on this issue. The 2019 RCP poll showed that, 80% of Palliative Care Physicians were opposed to a change in the law. In other specialties > 50% of respondents were either neutral or in favour of a change. The issue continues to divide physicians.

Through the windows of our old renal ward, the only view was of Sir Michael Sobell House, Oxford’s community hospice. They were both built in the 1970s, paid for by charitable funds and both were new services in the second half of the 20th century. The renal ward was where patients with what was insensitively called “terminal” renal failure started their journey. Treatment could postpone their deaths for many years. The renal ward is now where patients come when they and their dialysis treatment are failing, sometimes to die. Sobell House was the natural and necessary result of a palliative care movement conceived by Dame Cicely Saunders in 1967. Unlike the renal ward it was a place where death was expected. Those of us who had worked in the wards of general hospitals before the palliative care movement have a special administration (and sometimes even a little envy) for those no-syringe drivers” or “Brompton’s Cocktail”. These rooms were dubbed “the departure lounges” and the patients were not routinely included on the ward rounds. Death usually but not always came quickly as the doses of morphine were high, depressing respiration. There was a bit of mouth care, atropine to dry up secretions and silence the death rattle, and 4 hour turning. We were relieved to be called to certify death. Relatives were in attendance during visiting hours.

It is so different now. Sobell House is a spacious building with single and double bedrooms; there is no extraneous noise and the atmosphere is serene; the staff are at their ease; the telephones are quiet and quickly answered, there is no through traffic and in the evening a drinks trolley comes round. There are no “Visiting Hours.”

The palliative care consultants are wizards at pain relief. They use their experience of what drugs work in what combinations and what circumstances. They are good listeners and take their time with their patients and their families. They have one important advantage over other medical colleagues dealing with patients who are facing death or the possibility of it. The patients are expecting to die so the conversations can be comfortably about how and when it might be. There is no bluffing and no futile treatments tried or offered.

In the renal ward we were in a different position. We had the means to delay death in those with renal failure even if death would be preferable to the effects of the underlying disease. We also faced the patients in whom dialysis itself was becoming very difficult but not impossible to apply, who would die if we discontinued it. “We must carry on, otherwise I will die,” they said. We could not reply that death will come, even if we carry on trying to dialyse them. There is an uncomfortable conflict of hope, expectations and reality. Our medical colleagues dealing with patients who are facing death or the possibility of it. The patients are expecting to die so the conversations can be comfortably about how and when it might be. There is no bluffing and no futile treatments tried or offered.

Palliative care professionals have another advantage. Most of the patients they are referred have cancer, a disease which is generally believed by the public to be, if not curable, then curable and eventually fatal. They usually have admissions to their precious beds, only those patients for whom they can do something useful. Nowadays they also provide outreach consultations to advise on management of dying patients in other wards but they do not have the ultimate responsibility for the patient.
Palliative care services in the hospital and the community do not have a monopoly on managing death. GPs and other specialists look after their dying patients too—they have end-stage cardiac failure and respiratory failure and degenerative neurological diseases. This can be much more difficult because the diseases are, unlike cancer, not seen as inevitably fatal. The symptoms are less easily controlled and the suffering is more of helplessness than pain.

The Assisted Dying debate is about the notion that doctors should be able to actively assist someone to die. In the UK, doctors can actively hasten death only if it is in the best interests of the patient. The decision is always sensible and the family witness it.

In order for the self-deliberated and act carried out to be considered voluntary and competent, the decision should be made rationally and calmly. The situation of which the subject is to die is one of terminal illness or just a wish not to continue with what the patient perceives as burdensome treatment, and they have been given the opportunity to withdraw consent. Medical and the dying should be approached after a non-adversarial discussion. If this decision is deemed rational and appropriate it will be changed should be conducted rationally and calmly.

The debate on whether the law on assisted dying should be changed should be conducted rationally and calmly. It is not the right time to decide whether or not to allow doctors to hasten death. The right to die is a human right that should be respected. If we always fear losing control, we may not be able to make decisions that are in the best interests of the patient. The question of when medical intervention should be stopped or continued is not one that can be decided in a short period of time. It is a hard decision that should be made with great care and consideration, taking into account the wishes of the patient and their family and others who are involved in their care.

"Treatment uncertainty also generates irrational beliefs and ritualistic behaviour"

In the 1930s the anthropologist Evans-Pritchard visited the Azande people of Sudan and found a water-tight medical belief system: people fell ill because of curses, the curses could be reversed by witchcraft and ritual, and the symptoms could be eased with herbal remedies. In treatment failure there were fall-out explanations which he called "secondary elaborations". There were no gaps in the narrative—all situations could be explained with undiscovered questions and answers. Compare this to our world of ‘never events’, hospital examiners, lessons learned, endless unpredictability and inexplicable events. Socio-anthropologists often find that cultural traditions of disease narratives in other isolated population groups across the world. They explored folklore and ritual across different cultures in comparison with modern medical responses to uncertainty.

A protégé of Evans-Pritchard, the late Renée Fox also studied populations naive to Western medicine including those of the Azande in Sudan but also medical students at Cornell! A protégé of Evans-Pritchard, the late Renee Fox also studied populations naive to Western medicine including those of the Azande in Sudan but also medical students at Cornell. She provocatively suggested that a medical school should train for as much as dealing with uncertainty as for pursuit of knowledge. We face two major uncertainties in clinical medicine – diagnosis and treatment. Diagnosis is hidden within personal stories. In musculoskeletal medicine we now devote fewer teaching sessions to examination which feels concrete but yields little towards the diagnosis. After twenty-five years in hand clinics, I am still perplexed by symptoms on a daily basis and undoubtedly all other medical disciplines are the same. Many surgeons display intolerance-of-ambiguity on personality profiles, and find it unacceptable to sit on the fence; inappropriate responses to unexplained symptoms are irrational to the patient personally to ‘shoe-horning’ patients into the wrong diagnostic category. Renée Fox found these and many other instinctive yet irrational responses in her students. Despite our wealth of knowledge and rigorous training the narrative landscape of diagnostic, Western medicine has gaping holes. Treatment uncertainty also generates irrational beliefs and ritualistic behaviour. If treatment fails catastrophically, we have M&M meetings and we consult coroners, each with ritualistic elements. After a coroner’s verdict we feel a weight is lifted from our shoulders – the case is closed and life can go on. Other professions create ritual when faced with existential questions. They too build temple-like structures, wear costumes, create hierarchies, use obscure terms and join in ritualistic events: think of law courts, parliaments, universities or simply the rigid structure of mundane meetings that pervade the adult world. These group activities have orders-of-service and elements of drama.

‘Magical’ beliefs appear when we face uncertainty or risk, and many doctors react with routine and ritual. Routine gives us a sense of stability. Embedded routine, particularly in groups, can become ritualised and gain superstitious importance. While rituals were traditionally defined as irrational (often in the context of religion) a more modern approach is to see certain activities as evolving from common-sense but then becoming ‘ritualised’. Until 1700, physicians, apothecaries and surgeons regularly consulted astrological almanacs when deciding on treatment; it is unclear when this disappeared from medical training. Are there ritualised elements in ward rounds, grand rounds, journal clubs, the WHO checklist, each of which aims to create order but magically seems to reveal truths or help avert harm?

Ancient Greeks used the Oracle at Delphi to help address profound issues of uncertainty. They inscribed three messages on the walls: 'Know Thyself' (now articulated as self-knowledge), ‘Do good and avoid and evil’ (now stated as truth and in complex situations), Nothing to Excess (always sensible) and Surety Brings Ruin. Sometimes uncertainty should be accepted as a form of truth.

We be aware of the innate magical beliefs we and our patients invoke to help a narrative to disease. Be aware of the effect of suppressing these beliefs in ourselves or denying them in our patients. Accept that having magical and irrational beliefs, creating stories with ‘secondary elaborations’ and using rituals may be ancient and comforting ways of overcoming the anxiety of medical uncertainty.
**COVID-19: An Update on Some Questions of Particular Interest**

Professor Charles Bangham (Lincoln College, 1977) Professor of Immunology & Co-Director, Institute of Infectious Diseases, Imperial College London

The scientific and medical literature on COVID-19 is now almost unviable on the PubMed database (June 10th 2022) showed over a quarter of a million publications containing the key word COVID. I can hardly aim to provide a useful summary even of the recent literature; in this article I shall simply focus on a small number of questions that have been of particular interest.

**WHAT WERE THE ORIGINS OF THE COVID VIRUS, SARS-CoV-2?**

Few questions in science or medicine have been more concerning than this in the last two years, and few that have generated more conspiracy theories. It has been clear from the outset that the COVID virus originated in bats, possibly in Southeast Asia, and that other bat coronaviruses leave no doubt on this matter. But the question remains: how did it get from bats to humans?

Setting aside conspiracy theories, two most likely possibilities have become accidentally infected with the virus, either as a result of the proximity of bats to humans or because of the closeness of the genomic sequence to other bat coronaviruses leaves no doubt on this matter. But the question remains: how did it get from bats to humans?

**WHAT IS THE DISEASE MECHANISM IN LONG COVID?**

Recent work by Professor Eddie Holmes and his colleagues strongly favours the second of these explanations – infection of a human by a live animal in the Wuhan market. Eddie Holmes, who works in the Department of Zoology in Oxford (1993–2004) and is now at the University of Sydney, is a leading expert on virus evolution. His recent study identified three main factors that favour the market origin of the virus.

First, plotting the positions on a map of the early reported cases of COVID as it began to spread showed that the epicentre of the outbreak lay in or near the market, which is some 25 kilometres from the Institute of Virology. Second, an exhaustive search of the publications and reports from the Institute of Virology, and of copies of research grant applications – some obtained under freedom of information requests – showed no evidence of SARS-CoV-2 being studied, isolated or handled in the Institute in the years before the pandemic, when there would have been no particular reason to suppress such information. Third, and perhaps most compelling, sequences of two distinct lineages of the virus were found in a live animal of unknown origin, that had been captured from different parts of the market. It is very unlikely that two different lineages of the same virus, neither of which had apparently been handled, could suddenly evolve in the Institute of Virology, were introduced simultaneously by infected bats. And it is now known that many mammalian species can be infected with SARS-CoV-2, although we do not yet know which might have been the culprit in this case. As an aside, the virus appears to have become endemic among some other animals, in particular the white-tailed deer in North America; this and maybe other species may form a reservoir of the virus, which makes it still harder to eradicate.

The conclusion that COVID originated as a zoonosis is not revolutionary: most human viruses have emerged from animals1, and new viruses continue to make the species jump, including, in the last few decades, HIV-1 and -2, Ebola virus, Lassa fever virus, Marburg disease virus, Zika virus, Nipah virus, Chikungunya virus, various strains of influenza A virus including H1N1 and H5N1, and, of course, coronavirus coronaviruses that caused SARS in 2003 and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), repeated outbreaks since (2012) and which are closely related to the COVID virus.

Several of these emerging viruses have emerged from bats, as well as the SARS and COVID viruses: it is a curious and interesting feature of bats that they harbor a large number of viruses, for reasons that are still debated.

**IS THE VIRUS EVOLVING TO BECOME LESS VIRULENT?**

The quick emergence of the Omicron variant of SARS-CoV-2, and its remarkable rise to dominance throughout the world, has fuelled the view that the virus will evolve to become less pathogenic, because the Omicron type causes a less severe disease than the other variants. It is important to realise that this is a non sequitur. In their classic work on the dynamics of infectious diseases2, Anderson and May showed that a virulent pathogen can stably coexist with the host population, and natural selection does not inevitably lead to a less pathogenic strain. Indeed, there are many examples of such virulent pathogens that persist at the population level - rabies virus and (until its eradication by vaccination) smallpox virus, to name but two.

The most important selection force in the evolution of a virus depends on the type of infection that it causes. An important distinction here is between acute and chronic viral infections. In a chronic virus infection, such as that caused by many herpesviruses (Epstein Barr virus, herpes simplex virus, etc.), evolution has produced viral genes that suppress or evade the host immune response. Since these viruses persist in the individual long-term, there is less selection pressure to transmit it quickly to another host. By contrast, in an acute, transient infection such as most respiratory viruses – included SARS-CoV-2 – there is strong selection pressure for decreased transmissibility, and the Omicron variants BA.1 and BA.2 are each in turn more transmissible than the previous variants, largely because they replicate particularly well in the upper respiratory tract. But the mutations that make viruses more transmissible do not necessarily alter its virulence: virulence and transmissibility are very different traits, although they are not always completely independent of each other. The good news is that the less severe Omicron has quickly displaced the more pathogenic variant, and it is possible that the immune system can drive away the SARS-CoV-2 variants.

We should note that, because of the unusually large number of mutations found in Omicron, it is widely suspected that it arose in someone’s immune compromise, perhaps someone with HIV, which allowed the virus to mutate quickly without being eliminated. But this putative rapid evolution in one person does not invalidate the argument above that selection at the population level has been driven mainly by the transmissibility of the virus between people.

**WILL THE VIRUS BECOME ENDEMIC?**

The virus has already become endemic throughout almost the whole world. A Zero COVID policy is extremely difficult to maintain, and probably impossible except in small, isolated populations, such as on small islands. But it is still unknown whether it will become highly seasonal – “just another type of flu”. And it is still less certain whether and how it will continue to change: one of the main lessons of evolution is, of course, that it is unpredictable.

**DOES IMMUNE PROTECTION AGAINST COVID WANE OVER TIME?**

The immune response to any transient stimulus, such as a taxon or pathogen, comes back to a baseline level over time, and it has been well documented that the level of antibody against SARS-CoV-2 falls slowly over months. But two principles need to be borne in mind. First, and most important, immunity against viral infection is rarely, if ever, absolute: that reinfection has occurred after re-exposure to the virus is shown by the detectable boost in antibodies and T cells, and that the infection is usually asymptomatic. The key to this is the level of immunity and, of course, the point of a vaccine, is to attenuate the infection, ideally to make it trivial or completely asymptomatic. Also, although the antibody levels fall, they do not continue to fall indefinitely, but tend to stabilize. Second, it has been well shown that immunity against one variant of SARS-CoV-2 gives a significant degree of protection against severe disease caused by the other variants (3,4). This protection is partly mediated by T cells, which contribute importantly to protection. The cross-reactivity between the strains is better than antibodies, because they frequently recognize not only the spike protein present in most COVID vaccines, but also the internal proteins of the virus, which vary much less between strains than does the spike protein. But we now know that a fourth dose of the vaccine adds a useful measure of protection against disease, almost certainly by boosting the antibody and the T cell response.

**ALL VIRUSES EVOLVE, BUT THEY DON’T NECESSARILY BECOME LESS VIRULENT**

An excellent verbal account of the immune response to the coronavirus was recently (June 1st) given in an interview between the Editor-in-Chief of the New England Journal of Medicine, Eric Rubin, and Penny Moore, an eminent viral immunologist in South Africa. The reader is strongly recommended to listen to this 20-minute conversation3.

**VACCINES ATTENUATE VIRAL INFECTIONS, BUT RARELY IF EVER PREVENT REINFECTION**

WHAT IS THE DISEASE MECHANISM IN LONG COVID?

Too little still is understood about this distressing and sometimes disabling condition, which has been discussed in these pages before (Oxford Medicine, June 2021). The symptoms can vary remarkably between people, and often within one person over time, even from one day to the next, apparently after no change in behavior or circumstances. This variability has led some to suggest that it is a constellation of different conditions. But I believe we should use Occam’s razor, and start from the hypothesis that there is one – or very small number – of common pathogenic mechanisms that underlie this bewildering condition. At least three strong candidates for such mechanisms can be identified: inflammation of the blood-vessel endothelium, disseminated microthrombi, and autoimmunity. Some evidence has been reported for each of these, but it is not yet known which, if any, is the most important. The huge numbers of people affected globally, and the uncertain prognosis of the condition, make research into Long COVID a high priority, and many large studies have been started. On an optimistic view, when solid progress is made in understanding Long COVID, we might be a little further on in understanding other post-viral conditions such as chronic fatigue syndrome.
WHAT DO WE NEED TO CHANGE, TO DO BETTER NEXT TIME?

The experiences of the last two years have provided countless lessons on how we could do better in the next epidemic or pandemic and improving pandemic preparedness has risen near the top of all health policy priorities. The problems in politics, economics, logistics and psychology are each enormous, and are well beyond my competence, and the ethical and social problems caused or exacerbated by the pandemic are also well beyond my competence. But one particular component stands out to me, from my own experience. Until the 1990s the UK had the Public Health Laboratory Service, admired throughout the world for its work, especially in epidemiology and surveillance of infectious diseases. The PHLS had its origins in the Emergency Public Health Laboratory Service opened during the Second World War under the direction of Professor Howard Florey. In the mid-1990s, I was briefly Director of the Oxford PHL, before moving to Imperial College. From its establishment until the 1990s, the PHLS had a budget that was separate from the NHS. But policies changed in the 1990s, and investment in the successors to the PHLS has been progressively diminished. Whatever else we learn from the pandemic, it will be essential to strengthen the systems of surveillance for rapid detection and identification of infectious agents, both in this country and internationally.

Insulin Treatment – 100 Years of Therapy

A two-day conference was held at the Royal Society on 30–31 March 2022 on the Science of Covid: reference has a web link to the recorded lectures, including several by Oxford medical and scientific alumni.

The discovery and purification of insulin in 1922 – 100 years ago – marked a non-changing paradigm. Until that time there were a variety of non-specific medical nostrums that were known to be effective, and plant derivatives that seemed to have specific pharmacological functions. Extracts of foxglove (now known to contain digitalis) and willow bark (known to contain salicylic acid or aspirin) are two such examples. Sheep’s thyroid extract had been given for many years to control hypothyroidism. By late 1923, insulin was available widely throughout North America. The European insulin production came primarily from two small laboratories in Denmark that made an arrangement that they could undertake their own manufacturing. They used pigs rather than beef for their source of insulin – a 180-degree change in the Danish bacon industry. These two companies, Novo and Nordisk, merged in 1989, and became a huge pharmaceutical company. They invested heavily in research and supported academia – to the extent that they were the first major sponsors of the Oxford Centre for Diabetes Endocrinology and Metabolism (OCDEM) contributing substantially more than the 1955. But her greatest achievement came in 1969 when she was able to identify the entire three-dimensional structure of insulin having first received a crystal of it in 1934. She was a prodigious worker – always dynamic and active despite severe rheumatoid arthritis. The illustration here (fig 2) is the National Portrait Gallery’s portrait by Maggi Hambling from 1985. What is shown are the four busy arthritic hands illustrating the never-still nature of her working practice, with a model of the insulin molecule in her lap. Finally understanding the 3D-structure of large molecules

was visiting Toronto on sabbatical leave. In 1922 the first use of insulin injected in humans revolutionised the treatment of young-onset insulin-deficient patients (now termed Type 1 diabetes). What had been a certain death sentence now turned into a progressive illness. At entry to the Brigham Hospital he was given insulin and a diet of 500 calories. His diet was gradually increased until he was finally sent home on a diet containing 2100 calories with a carbohydrate content of 85 grams. Since insulin was started he had gained 19 pounds in weight, had grown an inch in height, has nearly doubled his strength, and, so far as himself or his family realize, feels normally well and active.

The effect of four months’ treatment in this case is well shown by the accompanying photographs. The insulin administered to this case was made by the Eli K. Lilly Company, of Indianapolis, under the trade name of Levem. International recognition was instantaneous, and the 1923 Nobel Prize for Physiology/Medicine was awarded jointly to Banting and Macleod. Banting was irritated with this decision and announced publicly that he would share his prize with Best, whereupon Macleod promptly decided to do the same with Collip.

By late 1923, insulin was available widely throughout North America. The European insulin production came primarily from two small laboratories in Denmark that made an arrangement that they could undertake their own manufacturing. They used pigs rather than beef for their source of insulin – a 180-degree change in the Danish bacon industry. These two companies, Novo and Nordisk, merged in 1989, and became a huge pharmaceutical company. They invested heavily in research and supported academia – to the extent that they were the first major sponsors of the Oxford Centre for Diabetes Endocrinology and Metabolism (OCDEM) contributing substantially more than the
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Dorothy Hodgkin painted by Maggi Hambling (1985). By kind permission of the National Portrait Gallery
Robert Turner was a fine physician as well as an eminent researcher, and he saw many people with Type 1 diabetes. Up to the mid-1960s urine was tested for glucose with ‘Clinist’ tablets – fruit pastille sized tablets – that held Fehling’s test embedded with sodium hydroxide which when in contact with urine and water would boil and develop a colour indicative of the concentration of glucose in the urine. The tests were laborious and highly dangerous to use. Periodically a child would ingest the ‘Clinist’ pastille with catastrophic consequences. Boehringer Mannheim (BHM) produced a test ‘stick’ which could be used to test blood by a colour change and these BHM sticks became the mainstream in the 1960s to 70s of monitoring blood glucose among all diabetes patients. But a finger prick was needed to get a drop of blood on the stick, and this was difficult to manage. One had to hold a sharp lancet and stab this into a finger of the opposite hand. Robert realised that what was needed was a small trigger device to do the stabbing, but the trick was to get the lancet out again as fast as it went in. In looking at a toy cash register belonging to his children, he realised that when the drawer opened it rang a small bell in just this way. He adapted this device and in 1967 his friend, Dr John Snow, a GP in Witney, ultimately gave their ground-breaking technology of ExacTech a go (where some insulin is still being produced in the pancreas) had what appeared to be normal levels of insulin, except that the glucose oxidase – also on strips, but this time measurable electronically. The device was marketed as: ‘ExacTech, and the ORL undertook all the device calibration and accuracy tests in their patient population. The technologies were so devoted to miniaturisation that they produced a device the size of a pen which had two disadvantages – one was that the screen was so small that only those with super eye-sight could read it (and to almost by definition no one with diabetes), and secondly that the pens disappeared at the rate that all our bows and pens disappear – down that strange crack in time and space. But this was the break-through into the modern technology used by all glucose meters today.

Meanwhile other researchers in Oxford, not part of the University, had realised that the colour-developing sticks were both crude to use, difficult to time correctly (one needed exactly 30 seconds) and inaccurate. So under James Scott the start-up company called ‘Medsense’ began to use redox technology to generate tiny currents from glucose oxidase – also on strips, but this time measurable electronically. The device was marketed as: ‘ExacTech, and the ORL undertook all the device calibration and accuracy tests in their patient population. The technologies were so devoted to miniaturisation that they produced a device the size of a pen which had two disadvantages – one was that the screen was so small that only those with super eye-sight could read it (and to almost by definition no one with diabetes), and secondly that the pens disappeared at the rate that all our bows and pens disappear – down that strange crack in time and space. But this was the break-through into the modern technology used by all glucose meters today.


What of the future of insulin treatment? There is much still to be achieved in terms of managing the dosage and the need for injections, but there are now synthetic insulin analogues that have very fast action or very slow action which can be tailored to patient needs. Insulin pumps are now in widespread use. And there is research afoot to make giant implantable molecules that can break into subsections of insulin depending on the glucose environment, thus avoiding the need for repeat injections. What is certain, however, is that the universal death sentence from contracting Type 1 diabetes is long in the tooth – an ironic medical achievement spanning out of Toronto 100 years ago from the astonishing work of Banting and Best.

The answer to the question ‘Do you remember where you were when you heard that diabetes was being treated with insulin?’ has always stayed with me. It was the Peculiarwacht of Essex County Hospital in Colchester. I was 7. I have a great debt of gratitude to my mother who saved me from a ketogenic crisis by recognising early symptoms of Type 1 diabetes. I was dragged unwillingly to our family GP, along with a bottle of wee. Pale tap water it tested over 2% for glucose. The next day was the first of three weeks in hospital. Thus began my lifelong balancing act of glucose control.

In the early 1960s Type 1 diabetes was a rarity. IZS insulin zinc suspension) once a day was the regime. It was delivered with a glass syringe and reusable stainless-steel needles, sterilised in a boiling pan of water on the Rayburn, and carefully injected after swabbing my leg with surgical spirit. Within a week of discharge the fear of being jabbed by my approaching parents, chasing me around the kitchen table, persuaded me to do it myself.

As for a strict diabetic diet, once I had got over ‘you’ll never eat ice cream or sweets again’ (devastating for a young lad), I was introduced to the ‘bread diet’, in which everything related to one round of medium sliced white bread – carbohydrate equivalent of one apple, or one banana, 2 Weetabix, or one portion of potato. An instinct, however, taught me you can actually eat most things, only in moderation.

I set about life after diagnosis pretending nothing had happened, and I viewed that no one should ever know I was any different. To this day many friends and colleagues are unaware. To achieve this I would exercise hard. I remember that one week of discharge the fear of being jabbed by my approaching parents, chasing me around the kitchen table, persuaded me to do it myself.

“...nearly 60 years since my diagnosis, I am eternally grateful that life was not taken away at 7...”
“Diabetes is theoretically simple to manage, and in practice extremely difficult”

I found the diagnosis hard, but was lucky that I understood it, and was well supported. I’m from a medical family, and I knew a lot of the people looking after me. I think for me the most difficult part was accepting the identity of someone with a disability. I have always been determined not to let it stop me doing anything.

What challenges have you faced with diabetes during your medical career?

I think the hardest thing is the lack of a day-to-day routine. Diabetes is theoretically simple to manage, and in practice extremely difficult. I’ve been trying for 20 years, and I haven’t cracked it. It is much easier if you have a rigid routine. So, if you know your activity levels, if you don’t get too stressed or too tired, and if you do the same thing every day, including what and when you eat, you can get to know exactly what works for that routine. I don’t live like that. I don’t think any medical lives like that, and certainly medical training doesn’t work like that. At least monthly, and sometimes daily, you change shift patterns, rotations, stations, locations, specialities, and this doesn’t calm down until quite far through your training.

The second issue is studying. This was probably hardest during medical school, although the exams go on for a while! Exams come with stress which pushes your blood sugars up and studying also come with inactivity. I’ve always found activity to be one of my greatest allies when managing my diabetes – regular exercise maintains my insulin sensitivity and if I need to get my blood sugars down quickly, I exercise. Insulin won’t work if it stays in the subcutaneous fat – you have to move to get it into your bloodstream, so sitting for long periods of time at a desk and stress-nibbling is troublesome.

One of the biggest challenges I’ve faced with diabetes has been pregnancy. I lost hypo-awareness during my first trimester. That was scary. For the first time I felt vulnerable to this disease that I had always felt pretty in control of. It also impacted on driving. I had an hour-long drive to work and was on-call at night from home. I hated feeling like I was letting my colleagues down by not doing on-calls. I was surprised how challenging it was for me to have these conversations with my team, and to communicate my situation in a way that people could understand. The second time round I involved occupational health early, and it was a much smoother process.

How have you seen things change over the past 20 years?

I started injecting with syringes and vials of insulin, first BD with mixed insulin and then OD long-acting insulin with short acting at meals. On starting clinical school, I got an insulin pump, mainly triggered by night hypo’s after water polo training. The insulin pump only uses fast-acting insulin, running as a steady infusion in the background (with variable rates per hour), and you bolus every time you eat. It offers a lot more flexibility for activity and eating including being able to not eat for long periods of time.

With the pump I also started using glucose monitors, which have been miraculous. These systems are continuously improving. I now use a system called Dexcom which is linked to my smart watch, so I have continuous glucose monitoring direct to my wrist 24/7. It’s discreet and convenient and allows you to review your trends over time and adjust accordingly.

Where do you see the future of treatment for Type 1 diabetes?

I think it’s an era of massive technological development, and health data tracking and I’m optimistic that by looking at this we can automate much of the management of diabetes. I’m really excited about my next pump which will probably be at least partly a closed-loop system, where your basal rate is being calculated continuously in response to your blood sugars.

I’ve always found activity to be one of my greatest allies when managing my diabetes

“Perhaps the lesson in all this is never to dismiss severe symptomatic hypoglycaemia in a non-diabetic individual without thinking carefully of the mechanism”

Perhaps the most well-known case is that of the staff nurse Ben Geen who was working at the Horton emergency department (ED) in 2003-4. On February 5th 2004 a well-nourished middle aged male man was admitted to the Horton ED with abdominal pain and vomiting. The on call SHO felt he probably had gastro-enteritis and likely early alcohol withdrawal and he took some blood for investigations which included a blood glucose of 6.4mmol/l. Two hours later the man rapidly became unconscious and his glucose measured with a glucometer was 1.6mmol/l. Although he had a history of alcohol abuse there was no indication of liver failure and he had not been binge drinking, nor was he diabetic. The on call consultant wrote in the notes “it is difficult to explain the sequence of events” and during a conversation with colleagues the next day it became apparent he was not the only one with concerns about patients who had rapidly deteriorated in the ED. The consultant staff went through the notes of patients who had been admitted to ICU directly from ED in recent weeks and they identified 10 which were hard to fully explain. These involved 3 patients with unexplained hypoglycaemia, 7 with respiratory arrest, and 1 with both. Foul play was suspected and Geen was identified as the only staff member who was on duty for all 10 cases. He was arrested at work and was found to have a syringe in his jacket with a tiny amount of residual fluid in the luer lock which was later identified as venous blood. Further cases came to light on investigation and he was charged with 2 counts of murder and 15 counts of grievous bodily harm. The majority of cases involved the use of the muscle relaxant, vecuronium but he also administered insulin and midazolam. Geen was sentenced to 17 life sentences in 2006 and the betrayal of the people of Banbury and his work colleagues took a very long time to heal.

A year later a 66-year-old man on a surgical ward was recovering from complicated cholecystitis. He had been declared, renal impairment following a transplant some years earlier. At 1.40 he was visited by a friend who stayed all afternoon, and shortly afterwards the man became unconscious, and his capillary glucose was recorded as 1.7mmol/l. Over the next 48 hours he required 650 gns of dextrose to maintain consciousness, but eventually he recovered with no consequence. Suspcion fell on the poor visitor. A qualitative urine screen taken 2 days after the event came back strongly positive for sulphonaphyrene 2 months later. Insulin and C peptide at the time were both very elevated. Fortunately some blood had been saved in the biochemistry lab and it was sent to a specialist lab for quantitative analysis which showed a glaciadrome concentration of 3.44mg/ml. A bit of careful pharmacokinetic back calculation suggested he had been given 320mg glaciadrome (4 tablets) at around 14.00 on the day of his hypoglycaemic collapse. He had not been prescribed glaciadrome, nor was there any recorded as ward stock. “Here we go again”, I thought but an inspection a box of glaciadrome was found in the drug cupboard left over from a previous patient, carefully alphabetically stored next to a pack of very similar looking furoxemide which was prescribed at a dose of 160mg (4 tablets) at 14.00 (see photograph). It seems that the visitor was blameless (and fortunately unaware of my initial concerns) and this was a straightforward administration error.

Over my 25 years as a consultant clinical pharmacologist and physician I have seen 2 cases of severe hypoglycaemia due to acute liver failure which rapidly declared itself, one insulinoma, the two cases above and a number of many prescription errors, administration and dispensing errors to recall.

Perhaps the lesson in all this is never to dismiss severe symptomatic hypoglycaemia in a non-diabetic individual without thinking carefully of the mechanism by which you think it arose.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Questions from Dr Neil Snowise to Professor Charles Bangham regarding his Article on pages 12-14

Dr Neil Snowise (Corpus Christi College 1974)
Professor Charles Bangham (Lincoln College, 1977)

NGS I very much enjoyed Charles Bangham’s excellent article and raised two queries:
“Several of these emerging viruses have emerged from bats, as well as the SARS and COVID viruses: it is a curious and interesting feature of bats that they harbour a large number of viruses.” I am aware that bats harbour many viruses but do not get unwell, do we understand why this happens and can we learn anything about their immune system that may help human medicine?

CB Response It seems to be generally true that bats harbour a lot of viruses, and that many of them are asymptomatic. There is good evidence that bats have a high constitutive level of expression of Type 1 interferons, which accounts for part of this protection. However, it is not the case that they are completely protected against all viruses: many of them do in fact get sick from the viruses. We also harbour several viruses that persist lifelong, in most cases not causing any disease. The classic examples are the herpesviruses, including HSV1 and 2, VZV, HHV6, and EBV: most of us get infected and never know about it, but an unlucky minority get severe or even fatal diseases, such as the bewildering array of conditions caused by EBV — infectious mononucleosis, Burkitt’s lymphoma, nasopharyngeal carcinoma, and (very recent evidence, from an excellent study published in 2022) multiple sclerosis.

Why bats evolved like this is not yet clear. My own view is that, because they are more mobile than other mammals, they might come into contact with a broader range of pathogens than other species, and so there is a strong selection pressure to evolve a strong first-line (innate) immune response to viruses. But of course, like many evolutionary explanations, this might just be what I often refer to as an ‘evolutionary Just So story’, after Kipling.

NGS You mention antibodies and T cell memory. We tend to only measure antibodies as a sort of surrogate marker for vaccine efficacy. But T cell memory could be very important. How do we assess this or do we just rely on it, to produce rapid antibodies if re-challenged, so actually we cannot assess T cell memory?

CB Response I did my PhD and then spent most of my research career on the T cell response to viruses, so I am delighted that you bring them up. The importance of a rounded immune response to viruses, that is, one that consists of both antibodies, helper T cells and cytotoxic T cells is something I frequently mention. The helper T cells are of course essential for the antibody response and for the memory immune response — both B cell (antibody) memory and T cell (helper & cytotoxic) memory. Another key point is that there is an enormous and quite disproportionate emphasis on neutralizing antibody (nAb) in antiviral protection. But while nAbs are useful and important, they are not the whole antibody story: antibodies kill viruses by several different mechanisms, including complement fixation and antibody-dependent, cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC), both of which depend on the Fc part of the antibody, and neither of which is measured by the standard in vitro assays of virus neutralization by antibody. Neutralization assays are quick, simple, and appealing (‘virus neutralization’ sounds good).

Overall, antibodies (often nAbs) are measured as a surrogate or correlate of protection, but actual protection requires a lot more.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Mr(1)R – A First Encounter

Sir Martin Wood
Professor Christopher Winnears
(Neave College, 1972)

“Sir Martin Wood, founder of Oxford Instruments, a trailblazing university tech start-up that enabled the first MRI whole body scanner, died on November 23rd 2021.”

So read The Times obituary. I encountered that scanner in 1982 at the Hammersmith Hospital. It was being evaluated by a pioneering clinical radiologist, Professor Robert Steiner (another example of ‘Hitler’s Gift’, this one from Vienna to Ireland and then to the United Kingdom.)

The patient was a 14 year old girl, who had bilateral facial palsies. Her GP remembered the association of this with hypertension, described by Sir John McMichael, (who incidentally had appointed Robert Steiner to his chair.) The BP was very high, so he referred her to the Professor of Medicine where, as was usual, she was seen by the Senior Registrar, me. The blood pressure was 230/150, the fundi Grade 4 and there was a left renal mass. I requested an IVU but Robert said, “I will do something much better – an NMR scan.” “A what?” said I

Before I presented this case on the Medical Staff Round, I asked whether I should try to explain how nuclear magnetic resonance could produce a picture. “Not necessary – everybody knows exactly how it works.” This was, I knew, not strictly true of me, nor I suspect of my then boss.

NMRs were renamed MRIs because the word Nuclear frightened the patients. I never met Sir Martin Wood but if I had I would have told him about meeting his “Gift,” to medicine. *Hitler’s Gift is Jean Medawar and David Pyle’s account of scientists who were expelled, fled or rescued from Nazi persecution, to the UK.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Erratum:
Oxford Medicine Autumn/Winter 2021: 100 Years of Insulin – A Lifesaving drug and murder weapon by Dr Neil Snowise

The first paragraph on page 18 explains that pro-insulin is cleaved into insulin and C-peptide. A typo stated that “a low insulin:C-peptide ratio can provide invaluable evidence of exogenous insulin administration. This should read a “high insulin:C-peptide ratio etc.”

Thanks to Dr Derek Hockaday for spotting this error.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

“...I will do something much better – an MRI scan.”
“...What?” said I

Sir Martin and Lady Audrey Wood with their first superconductor magnet

1984 0.5T Superman magnet
Anti-Racism Starts with Self

I am a doctor in an Emergency Department, and I’d like to share with you how racism shows up in my work. A year ago, in the hospital where I work, we started an anti-racism campaign called EmbRACE. Our approach to anti-racism starts with looking inside yourself, being honest about what you see there, and sharing it so everyone can benefit. It’s not easy, or comfortable, work. As you read, I invite you to reflect on what you accept, what you reject, and what you might do differently. Let’s begin.

A few months ago, I saw two patients, both men of a similar age, one after the other, worried that they had something stuck in their throat. Each of them wanted an x-ray to put their mind at rest.

I told one patient that an x-ray wasn’t necessary, but I ordered an x-ray for the other and reassured him that it was normal. I met the psychological needs of one patient, but not the other. One was White, the other was a person of colour. I don’t need to tell you who got the x-ray.

I treated my patients differently (inequality) and their outcomes were different as a result (inequity). Racism influenced my medical practice and I contributed to the striking racial healthcare inequalities in our country. Black women in the UK are still four times more likely to die in pregnancy and childbirth than White women.

I treat people differently due to the colour of their skin because that’s normal in our society. It requires ongoing conscious effort for me to embody anti-racism, it goes against the grain of our society.

As long as I act in accordance with a society forged in White supremacy, I perpetuate racism. That is why I can’t be “not racist”. I am either actively anti-racist, or tacitly racist. Racism isn’t just a few bad people doing bad things (overt racism). Racism is a feature of our society, which we act out every day (structural racism).

Addressing racism requires us to change society, but it starts with changing ourselves.

I have to acknowledge racism and engage with it. I can’t bypass the issue by claiming that “I don’t see colour” and am therefore not part of the problem. Children as young as four are aware of race and reinforce existing racial inequalities through their behaviour.

I have to acknowledge my race and the impact that it has. In a society that prioritises the needs of White men, my race and gender give me power and privilege, whether I choose to identify with my race or not.

I have to take action to bring about a more equitable world. I can choose where I spend my money, who I vote for, which words I use, who I spend my time with, which meetings I attend, what I read, what I listen to, who I promote, platform, or defer to, and how I practice medicine. Every choice I make says something about what I stand for. Anti-racism is a way of being. It is a series of deliberate acts in answer to the following question: “how does this choice advance the cause of racial equity?”

EmbRACE, our anti-racism campaign, is building a community across healthcare in the UK. We’d be delighted if you choose to join us.

EmbRACE is a commitment to follow your own anti-racism journey, but to do so in the company of others who are walking a similar path. EmbRACE is an invitation to reflect on how racism shows up in your life and to share those thoughts with others. We write a newsletter that offers our readers things to watch, listen to, read, attend, ponder or do. But I believe each article has the greatest impact on the person who writes it. Writing for EmbRACE invites you to engage with racism, to sit with the feelings that come up, and to have the courage to share them in writing. A bit like this.

The EmbRACE team can be contacted at: embrace.manchester@gmail.com

Poem from COVID Bed

Aden is an anaesthetist at Whips Cross University Hospital and The Lister Hospital, Chelsea, and a medical adviser for the HALO Trust. He’s just finished his first novel. He lives in London with his wife, son and an expanding menagerie of animals.

I’ve read of you. Hid from you
Fought you through masks and nitrile skin and a hundred varietas of imported waterproof gown.
Chinese, European,
One which smelt of cigarettes that I think was Turkish.

I’ve stood at the foots of beds listening to the hiss-puff of the bellows inflating and deflating ravaged lungs. I’ve called mothers, sons, daughters. I’ve called neighbours who only knew you slightly because there was no-one else.
I’ve said things like “much the same” and “No news is often good news” and “Of course she remains critically unwell. Something could happen at any time.”

I’ve held hands through sweat and plastic and bullied people into lying on their front hour after hour.
“you really don’t want to end up on ICU”
“If you can avoid intubation, do it.”

“ But now, in a stranger’s house. You’re here. Inside me. Co-opting my machinery to stamp out copy after copy of the strands that shook the world.

And I’ve said “This could all have been avoided if he’d’ve been vaccinated. Tell everyone you know.”
Sometimes they believed me. Sometimes they didn’t.

Sometimes I felt rage. Mostly I felt nothing.
I just showed up. It was boring, mostly. It soon became boring. Inconvenient. Just a job. A sweaty, thirsty job.

Once I burst out crying for no reason.
The wall of hearts along the river at St Thomas’s – I cannot go there often. I cannot go there.

I used to swear at that fat headed fop on TV. Tell me honestly, are any of you surprised? About the parties? Never forget that bullshit about testing your eyes. Vote them out. The lot of them.
In memory of those dead. Of their dithering, their incompetence and their lies.

But that is all a dream now. A story for my son.
About the times he was born in. A story he will never understand. A story I will never understand.

It is over. Or, I thought it was.
Nearly over. But now, in a small, darkened room, not even my own. Two lines – one bold, one barely there.
But that one makes all the difference.

Here you are at last. I thought you would come.
That time a bung fell out of my mask and left a hole I only found as day broke and I peeled off my gown.
After how many intubations? Eight? How many had I done with this hole? How many invisible blooms had I sucked into my warm, moist lungs?

I waited for you then. But you never came.
And slowly I came to believe you never would.

But now, in a stranger’s house.
You’re here. Inside me. Co-opting my machinery to stamp out copy after copy of the strands that shook the world.

But I am ready. Oh yes, I am ready for you.
I have taught my soldiers well. They know your face. And in my molten blood, they bud and bud until they are legion.
And send great gusts of antibodies swimming, thick as starlings. To stick to you. To mark you out.

For the cells that boil like bees to defend the hive.
For I am hive.
Thirty seven trillions strong.
Strong.
Strong.
And soon, sweat breaks like dawn, and I know we are winning.
We are winning.

And I said “This could all have been avoided if he’d’ve been vaccinated. Tell everyone you know.”
Sometimes they believed me. Sometimes they didn’t.

Sometimes I felt rage. Mostly I felt nothing.
I just showed up. It was boring, mostly.
It soon became boring. Inconvenient. Just a job.
A sweaty, thirsty job.

Once I burst out crying for no reason.
The wall of hearts along the river at St Thomas’s – I cannot go there often. I cannot go there.
‘Look I don’t want these choices. Can’t you just tell me what you think is best?’

Mrs Jenkins frowns. ‘Oh, I don’t like that. How about the reassurance?’

‘Not a bad choice. Very popular with the old ladies. Sort of goes “Yes, well, I see a lot this and it never turns out to be anything. It’ll all settle down in a week or so, you’ll see”’

Mrs Jenkins is rather unconvincing. ‘I think I’d prefer to go for the antibiotics.’

‘OK, which antibiotic would you like?’

‘What sorts have you got?’

‘Well, there’s quite a selection.’

He hands over a copy of the BNF. ‘Take your pick.’

Mrs Jenkins flicks through it, looking rather lost. ‘Could you, perhaps, advise one in particular?’

‘Well, they’re all as futile as each other, so you might as well choose on the basis of side effects. Do you want a rash, hepatitis, kidney failure or diarrhoea?’

‘Look, I don’t want these choices. Can’t you just tell me what you think is best?’

Dr Sutton shrugs to himself. ‘Ah, I’m afraid that isn’t an option.’

‘In that case, perhaps you can refer me to someone who can express an opinion about coughs.’

‘Well, let’s see what we’ve got.’ He turns to his computer screen. ‘Black, grey or red?’

‘I’m sorry?’

‘Hair colour – what’s your preference in your doctors?’

‘I really don’t care.’

He moves his mouse and consults the computer. ‘Well, there’s a red head in Southampton, if you like, two greys in Bournemouth…’

‘Just find me someone local who knows something about coughs.’

‘Right. Right. Yes OK.’

He scans the computer screen. ‘Coughs… coughs… coughs… Hmmm, there’s no mention of coughs, as such. There’s a Dr Coffey. He’s quite tall. Oh, oh – he’s got copies of Country Life in his waiting room…’

‘Look, I really don’t care what reading material he has – nor am I interested in his collar size, the breed of his pet dog or where his mother goes on her holidays.’

‘16 and a half inches, Yorkshire terrier and Colwyn bay.’

Mrs Jenkins is becoming exasperated. ‘I mean what a ridiculous basis on which to make a decision.’

‘Look, there’s a chap in Basingstoke who knows a bit about chest or – er - do something else?’

‘Perhaps you should have a listen to my chest.’

‘Good choice.’

‘Big breaths – or little ones, whatever you choose’

Mrs Jenkins takes a few deep breaths.

‘So, what do you think, Doctor?’ she asks.

‘Well, the options are simple reassurance, or futile course of antibiotics, or concerned look leading to further investigation. whichever you prefer.’

‘What’s the concerned look?’

‘It’s something like…’

Dr Sutton furrows his brow, shakes his head and draws in a deep breath through his teeth.
Interview with Malcolm Gough MS, FRCS, Consultant Paediatric and General Surgeon Oxford 1966-1991

Malcolm Gough was born in 1927 but in 1937 the family moved to Sydney where General Electric of America, had sent his father to develop an Australian branch, based in Sydney. Initially the secondment was for three years but in 1940 it was neither sensible nor permitted for the family to return to England, so Malcolm’s secondary education was at Knox Grammar School in North Sydney where he became involved in rugby, swimming and lifesaving representing the school in all three.

From the age of 12 at the weekends and holidays, he and his friends often went riding on bicycles in the countryside or swimming in the ocean, and the Japanese surrender was announced on the 2nd September, 1945 at 24 hours notice on SS Orantes which had returned from the Pacific. Back in England, a Pott’s fracture put an end to his rugby career but he describes it) ‘open ether and hope!’ Saturday after lunch to Sunday evening on alternate weekends was the only time he described it as ‘open ether and hope!’ Saturday after lunch to Sunday evening on alternate weekends was the only time he had the luxury of a lie-in.

He qualified in May 1951 and a six month Casualty Office post was followed by six months as a house surgeon where, with some apprehension, he was responsible for a children’s tonsil list at the nearby Waterloo hospital using, (as he describes it) ‘open ether and hope!’ Saturday after lunch to Sunday evening on alternate weekends was the only time he had the luxury of a lie-in.

A short service commission in the RAF followed, first to RAF Scampton, the home of the 617 Dambusters Squadron, and then Berlin where their first child Ian was born. In a latter attachment to a flying station in West Germany he persuaded one of the fighter pilots to take him up for his first experience of high-speed flight. He ended up with the rank of Squadron Leader and frequently used the facilities of the RAF club in Piccadilly, often with Sheila, when home from Germany. Back in England, a Poat’s fracture put an end to his rugby career for St Thomas’s Hospital medical school, but at the same time he learned that he had passed the FRCS after lining up in a queue in the late afternoon outside the examination hall, giving his number to one of the college staff and just being told “pass”, as opposed to “fail!” Gait an introduction to the Royal College of Surgeons.

A one year locum at St Thomas’s and Great Ormond Street gave him the prize of working for Sir Denis Browne in the seven months before his retirement. In 1960 he was awarded a Fulbright Grant which took him to Harvard for a year as a research fellow in Boston, taking the family out on the Queen Elizabeth.

Malcolm set up a general surgical training rotation scheme for registrars and continued with his previous research, on neonatal intestinal circulation and necrotizing enterocolitis working with Geoffrey Davies in the Nuffield Building. On Friday afternoons he had peripheral general surgical clinics in Wantage, Witney or Bicester, which was appreciated by mothers who then did not have to take their children into Oxford.

The two paediatricians, Victoria Smallpiece and Hugh Ellis were delighted to have a paediatric surgeon as they had been pressing to get someone in Oxford who could look after surgical needs of children in a population of over three million people in the region. Initially alone, if Malcolm needed a holiday he had to ring up London and Birmingham and make sure that they were happy to accept the Oxford burden, until he was joined by Nick Dudley. Jenny Price was the theatre sister who took his first case at the Radcliffe Infirmary in 1966 and she also took his last case at the John Radcliffe hospital in 1991. A great privilege for him.

Malcolm was also trained in vascular surgery, and helped David Titts with that until Peter Morris arrived in 1974. In 1975 he joined the move to the new John Radcliffe site in Headington. With two full day operating lists a week, starting at eight thirty and finishing at about seven in the evening. He had friendly and excellent anaesthetists including Alex Crompton-Smith, James Mitchell, David Hodgson, Richard Fordham, John Stevens and Neil Schofield.

Clinical surgeons were an integral part of the old firm structure, and the ‘Gough Kettlewell firm’ latterly ‘Gough Kettlewell and Cranston’ was the first firm to set up a mortality and morbidity survey, with lunchtime meetings on a Wednesday, also attended by medical and nursing staff, before a post mortem was performed. These meetings led to a BMA publication of the annual work load of a surgical firm, the first of its kind.

In 1990 Malcolm became President of The Association of Surgeons, of Great Britain and Ireland and following his retirement in 1991 he worked as Postgraduate Dean of Oxford until the untimely death of Ralph Johnson due to an anaphylactic reaction to a bee sting. Sheila died in 2019 but Malcolm remains well in his own house in Betchington, with some of his family close by.

A true story has now gone as one of the medical legends of Oxford. In the Radcliffe Infirmary the main theatres were situated extraordinarily on either side of the main corridor and on one occasion an elderly couple wandered into Malcolm’s theatre by mistake and asked “Is this the way out?” He was operating at the time and without looking up answered “No, it is for you!”
In October 1958 I arrived at St John’s College, then a small, unpretenious place. The following Monday our Physiologist, David Weir, with colleagues on the B side. Michael, the local choice to the so-called A side had broken off relations achieved a modus vivendi between divided clinicians at the teaching and graduate training. He also very remarkably psychiatrist of his generation, was the dominant figure rapidly with “reference to the rest of the committee. I eventually discovered where Sir Philip Randle, Professor of Clinical Biochemistry, became part time Director of Planning and Development Committee my impression was of an administration which was not keeping up the dramatic success of the Clinical Departments, the growth and necessity of the Royal College of Surgeons of England. I noted financial complexities and external pressures on the University. The seventeen departments had considerable independence without the means to collaborate or communicate. All this had not mattered in the past, but problems were emerging. When Michael Gelder retired in 1994 Ken Fleming, Clinical Reader in Pathology, who had reformed the Applications Committee, was about to change dramatically. It was already apparent that Sir Philip was overburdened and badgered from all sides about financial complexities he did not understand but lacked executive power. When early on I tried to discuss the problems with David Weatherall, now Regius, he brushed me off saying he “was fed up to the back teeth with Wellington Square” He was overburdened and badgered from all sides about financial complexities he did not understand but lacked executive power. Despite this he had was one very great success, the bargain acquisition by a reluctant University of the Regional Health Authority site in 1996 to become the Old Road Campus. When John Peach, an astrophysicist, became Chairman of the General Board in 1993 we talked about the Clinical Medicine problem which he saw as his top priority. He asked me: “If David Weatherall fell under a bus who would there be to deal with?” John began to meet people and attended Clinical Medicine Board meetings which he found totally unlike the other Faculty Boards: “You all sit there like stuffed dummies waiting for the Regius to tell you what you think.” He also tried to educate the General Board. This included a bus trip to the EU for presentations after which David Weatherall took us up to the roof where he pointed out the many research buildings to a largely astonished group. Progress was slow. John Peach and I talked about how to resolve intractable stumbling blocks and suggested that it might be time for one of the General Board’s regular departmental reviews. He thought the highly respected Sir David Smith FRS (President of Wolfson and previously Professor of Rural Economy and then Principal of Edinburgh University) would be an effective chairman with the technical skills to win over David and others. So it proved to be. The report of the Review Committee on the Organisation of the Clinical School 1996 found general dissatisfaction. It was also noted, but strongly disagreed with, a submission by Robert Turner, head of NDM’s large diabetes research group, on behalf of a number of researchers who wanted to become financially independent. The recommendations included: 

• There should be a full time Dean with membership of central university bodies

• The Regius chair should continue as a separate academic role

• The Dean should urgently review administration within the Faculty

• The University should negotiate a resource allocation procedure

• The Committee went beyond its remit and called for an integrated, preclinical, and clinical medical school and a Director of Preston Street

The report was accepted with little discussion and David Weatherall proposed Ken Fleming as Dean Ken, powerfully supported by David Bryan, set about building a new administration with clear lines of accountability and decision making which could work closely with the central University.

Medical Sciences Division

In 1999-2000 I had another unexpected view of the central administration when I was Assessor (alongside the growth in the number of personages) on behalf of the Nuffield Foundation I included membership of all committees and it was already apparent that there was a much happier and a more effective working relationship with Clinical Medicine. The really big issue during the year was how to implement the radical recommendations of the North Commission to devolve large financial and other responsibilities to five (later four) Divisions responsible for around 100 major departments. To the surprise of Colin Lucas, a pessimistic and not wholly convinced Vice Chancellor, Congregation readily accepted the proposals.

The Medical Sciences Division, established in October 2000, combined preclinical and clinical departments and had substantial devolved powers. Ken Fleming became Chairman of a Board, including the unequally vigorous and independently minded John Bell, Regius from 2002 and supported by an enlarged and capable Divisional Office. Very active subcommittees reported to the Board and liaised with the University. It included Planning and also, Educational Policy and Standards, chaired by Dame Fiona Caldicott, and two committees which I chaired, Libraries and IT and Building and Estates.

Although not always easy, a transformed infrastructure made it possible to continue the ambitious and creativity that Tony Hope captured in the opening words to his memoir in the last Newsletter: “The University of Oxford has a Byzantine structure. That is a strength. It is difficult to start new ventures but, if pursued with determination, it is nigh on impossible for anyone to stop them.”
Dr Sarah Ball
(Somerville College, 1974) Conservation Geneticist and retired Consultant Paediatric Haematologist

For individual links to the videos of the lectures, please visit: https://www.medsci.ox.ac.uk/get-involved/

LIST OF UPCOMING OMLC LECTURES

The meetings are currently held between 13.00 and 14.00 at St Hugh’s College and also live streamed via Zoom.

‘The Role of the State, the Medical Profession, and the Public in Preventing Ill Health’ by Professor Sir Chris Whitty: Saturday, 17 September at 16.00

2022 OSLER LECTURE

‘The Cortical Regulation of Sleep’ by Dr Lukas Krone: Monday 31 October

‘The Operation Drawings of Barbara Hepworth’ by Professor Paul Brown: Monday 28 November

‘William Osler and China’ by Professor Paul Brown: Monday 28 November

‘HIV/AIDS 40 years on’ by Professor Chris Conlon: Monday 30 January

‘Brain on Fire: Extinguishing the Concept of Immunity Privilege’ by Professor Sarosh Islamic: Monday 27 March

‘Trial and Tribulations of a New Drug Discovery in Asthma’ by Professor Ian Pavord MA DPhil FRCP FERS FMedSci, Professor of Respiratory Medicine at the University of Oxford, Honorary Consultant Physician at the Oxford University Hospitals and Professorial Fellow of St Edmund Hall.

The treatment of asthma was stuck with different combinations of the blue inhaler and the brown inhaler (plus advice to stop smoking and avoid cats)

"The treatment of asthma was stuck with different combinations of the blue inhaler and the brown inhaler (plus advice to stop smoking and avoid cats) until precision treatment came along. In this articulate and informative talk Prof Pavord gave another convincing illustration of science-driven advances in medicine, in this case the efficacy of monoclonal antibody—targeting of IL-5 in adult-onset severe eosinophilic asthma. It all made total sense, even as a haematologist I was initially confused by FeNO as the acronym for the predictive inflammatory marker, why not FENO? While on nomenclature, some system for the prefix of the names of monoclonal antibodies would make life simpler. This talk, as is usual for the series of medical lunchtime talks, stimulated lively and interesting discussion in the Q&A section.

LIST OF UPCOMING OMLC LECTURES

‘Regulation in COVID and After’ by Dame June Raine, Chief Executive of the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) in the UK.

Weatherall Lecture 2022: ‘From Watchdog to Enabler: From Regulator to Regulatory Agency (MHRA)’

Monday 25 April 2022

Dame June Raine DBE FMedSci (1971, Somerville College), Chief Executive of the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) in the UK.

Thesuperb talk was a fitting addition to the august series of events in honor of the late Prof David Weatherall, mentor to many in the field. The challenge of Covid-19 put the MHRA’s agile response to previously envisaged the MHRA as a regulatory agency to the test. The regulator’s role is now scrutinizing applications and reports, approving or disapproving, licensing. Here we saw a very different version, learning of the MHRA’s agile response to the challenge of Covid-19, enabling the use of Covid-19 vaccine outside the clinical trial setting in a breathtakingly short time, as well as facilitating the Recovery clinical trials, once again at an impressive speed, with an early demonstration of the important benefit of dexamethasone. Once again in this series of lunchtime lectures, there was a recurring central theme of collaboration between scientists, clinicians and pharmaceutical companies, but here also revealing the skilful guiding hand of the regulator. Outside Covid the MHRA continues to orchestrate strong links between basic science and real-world data, for example in the Yellow Carding biobank initiative, drawing on genomic data with the aim of reducing the burden of adverse reactions, working proactively, planning, delivering. This superb talk was a fitting addition to the august series of Weatherall Lectures, established in 2012 and continued in honour of the late Prof David Weatherall, mentor to many in the audience.

Monday 31 October

‘The Role of the State, the Medical Profession, and the Public in Preventing Ill Health’ by Professor Sir Chris Whitty

Monday 31 October

‘The Role of the State, the Medical Profession, and the Public in Preventing Ill Health’ by Professor Sir Chris Whitty

Monday 31 October

‘Killing or Cure – Medical Murderers’ by Dr Neil Snowise, (1974, Corpus Christi College), Visiting Senior Lecturer at the Institute of Pharmaceutical Science, Faculty of Life Sciences and Medicine, King’s College London.

Monday 28 March 2022

After an eclectic medical career to date, including anaesthesics and general practice, Dr Snowise is now Visiting Senior Lecturer at the Institute of Pharmaceutical Science, King’s College London. But his talk, although entertaining and erudite, was not about the heroic treatment of devastating new diseases with exciting new drugs with a thrillingly knife-edge therapeutic margin. No. This was about true crime, specifically about murders committed by healthcare professionals, subdivided into serial and single killers. The means for these crimes are generally those easily on hand for HCPs, including insulin, opiates and air embolism. Tip: try glibenclamide rather than injected insulin, to reduce the risk of detection. The motives of HCP serial killers, we were told, “are the subject of much academic speculation”, but likely include Power and Control, Attenion and Prance, and, alarmingly, Just For Fun. The latter conjured up disturbing memories of undergraduate physiology and pharmacology practical experiments. The motives of the single HCP killers seem much simpler. This category is largely made up of mid-life male doctors who dispose of their wife in favour of a mistress, having taken out a life insurance policy on her wife shortly before her demise, with clumsy forging of prescriptions of the lethal agent of choice. Did they never read any Agatha Christie? And are they just the tip of the iceberg? I found myself looking somewhat apprehensively at the rest of the audience. Mid-life male doctors in abundance, all far too clever to get caught. A few did sport Shipman-like beards, which succeeded in making them look both kindly and trustworthy. Appearance can be deceptive. Time to step up the stringency of the revalidation process.

Monday 27 March

‘Trials and Tribulations of New Drug Discovery in Asthma’ by Professor Pavord MA DPhil FRCP FERS FMedSci, Professor of Respiratory Medicine at the University of Oxford, Honorary Consultant Physician at the Oxford University Hospitals and Professorial Fellow of St Edmund Hall.

The treatment of asthma was stuck with different combinations of the blue inhaler and the brown inhaler (plus advice to stop smoking and avoid cats) until precision treatment came along. In this articulate and informative talk Prof Pavord gave another convincing illustration of science-driven advances in medicine, in this case the efficacy of monoclonal antibody—targeting of IL-5 in adult-onset severe eosinophilic asthma. It all made total sense, even as a haematologist I was initially confused by FeNO as the acronym for the predictive inflammatory marker, why not FENO? While on nomenclature, some system for the prefix of the names of monoclonal antibodies would make life simpler. This talk, as is usual for the series of medical lunchtime talks, stimulated lively and interesting discussion in the Q&A section.

Monday 30 May 2022

‘The treatment of asthma was stuck with different combinations of the blue inhaler and the brown inhaler (plus advice to stop smoking and avoid cats) until precision treatment came along. In this articulate and informative talk Prof Pavord gave another convincing illustration of science-driven advances in medicine, in this case the efficacy of monoclonal antibody—targeting of IL-5 in adult-onset severe eosinophilic asthma. It all made total sense, even as a haematologist I was initially confused by FeNO as the acronym for the predictive inflammatory marker, why not FENO? While on nomenclature, some system for the prefix of the names of monoclonal antibodies would make life simpler. This talk, as is usual for the series of medical lunchtime talks, stimulated lively and interesting discussion in the Q&A section.

Monday 27 March

‘Trials and Tribulations of New Drug Discovery in Asthma’ by Professor Pavord MA DPhil FRCP FERS FMedSci, Professor of Respiratory Medicine at the University of Oxford, Honorary Consultant Physician at the Oxford University Hospitals and Professorial Fellow of St Edmund Hall.

The treatment of asthma was stuck with different combinations of the blue inhaler and the brown inhaler (plus advice to stop smoking and avoid cats) until precision treatment came along. In this articulate and informative talk Prof Pavord gave another convincing illustration of science-driven advances in medicine, in this case the efficacy of monoclonal antibody—targeting of IL-5 in adult-onset severe eosinophilic asthma. It all made total sense, even as a haematologist I was initially confused by FeNO as the acronym for the predictive inflammatory marker, why not FENO? While on nomenclature, some system for the prefix of the names of monoclonal antibodies would make life simpler. This talk, as is usual for the series of medical lunchtime talks, stimulated lively and interesting discussion in the Q&A section.

Monday 30 May 2022

‘The treatment of asthma was stuck with different combinations of the blue inhaler and the brown inhaler (plus advice to stop smoking and avoid cats) until precision treatment came along. In this articulate and informative talk Prof Pavord gave another convincing illustration of science-driven advances in medicine, in this case the efficacy of monoclonal antibody—targeting of IL-5 in adult-onset severe eosinophilic asthma. It all made total sense, even as a haematologist I was initially confused by FeNO as the acronym for the predictive inflammatory marker, why not FENO? While on nomenclature, some system for the prefix of the names of monoclonal antibodies would make life simpler. This talk, as is usual for the series of medical lunchtime talks, stimulated lively and interesting discussion in the Q&A section.

Monday 30 May 2022
NEWS & CONGRATULATIONS

PROFESSOR SIR DAVID WARRELL,
(Christ Church, 1956) Emeritus Professor of Tropical Medicine, Nuffield Department of Medicine, is appointed Knight Commander of the Order of St Michael and St George for services to global health research and clinical practice. Professor Warrell was the founding director of the Mahidol Oxford Tropical Medicine Research Unit in Thailand, part of the University’s Tropical Medicine and Global Health in Oxford, and its international Tropical Medicine Research network. Over the last 50 years, Professor Warrell has worked in Africa, Asia, Oceania and Latin America. His research interests included respiratory diseases, relapsing fever, rabies, malaria, and venemous and poisonous plants and animals.

PROFESSOR RICHARD J HAYNES,
(Magdalen College, 1997) RECOVERY trial coordinator for the University, was appointed MBE for services to Global Health. “I am excited, flattered and embarrassed to receive this honour. I am only doing this because of the incredible efforts of my friends and colleagues in the RECOVERY team and wider university. I dedicate it to them, and to all our collaborators at hospitals in the NHS and around the world who have given themselves to this effort.”

DR STEVE LOCKHART
(New College 1977) has been awarded Fellowship of the Academy of Medical Sciences (AMS). Fellowship is a prestigious honour and recognises Dr Lockhart’s contributions to medical science and the development of medicines. Dr Lockhart has had an outstanding career leading vaccine research. His most recent role has been as Head of the Vaccine Institute at the MRC Unit The Gambia. He is a member of the Advisory Group on the Development and Use of Vaccines (AGDUV) to the WHO and an advisor to the World Health Organization’s Technical Advisory Group for COVID-19 Vaccines.

PROFESSOR DAME JUNE RAINE,
(Somerville 1971) has been appointed Dame Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire (DBE) in recognition of her services to medicine and public health during the Covid pandemic. Dame June is currently Chief Executive of the Medical and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency. (MHRA).

PROFESSOR FIONA POWRIE FRs
(Linacre College, 1986) Professor of Musculoskeletal Sciences (Nuffield Department of Orthopaedics, Rheumatology & Musculoskeletal Medicine) at the Kennedy Institute of Rheumatology, is appointed Dame Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire (DBE) for services to Medical Science. Professor Powrie has made major contributions to our understanding of the immune system through her work on T helper cell subsets, for the advancement of regulatory T cell therapies, adding very strong data so that it is now universally accepted. Turning her attention to the gut, she has been a leader in working out how the bacterial content interacts with the immune system. Her scientific contribution is unique and has been transformational to our understanding of how the gut bacteria and the immune system interact.

PROFESSOR RICHARD J HAYNES,
(Magdalen College, 1997) RECOVERY trial coordinator for the University, was appointed MBE for services to Global Health. “I am excited, flattered and embarrassed to receive this honour. I am only doing this because of the incredible efforts of my friends and colleagues in the RECOVERY team and wider university. I dedicate it to them, and to all our collaborators at hospitals in the NHS and around the world who have given themselves to this effort.”

PROFESSOR CHERIE CATHY-WILLIAMS
(Linacre College, 1986) Emeritus Professor of Social Medicine and Global Health in Oxford, was appointed Dame Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire (DBE) for services to Social Care. His academic career has seen him elected Fellow of the Academy of Medical Sciences, Gresham Professor of Physic and Professor of Public and International Health at the London School of Hygiene.

DR DONALD LANE (1935 – 2022)

Dr Donald Lane was a much-loved physician and musician. His life will be remembered for his dedication to medicine and his contributions to Oxford music. All who met him found him a kind, compassionate, gentle man, and they greatly valued his medical expertise.

Donald came from relatively humble beginnings that were dogged with tragedy. His twin sister died at birth, and his younger brother Robert died of cystic fibrosis at the age of 15, when Donald was 17. Despite this, and the disruption of the war, Donald went to Rutlish grammar school in Merton and excelled at science and music, the latter gaining him a scholarship to Christ Church to study chemistry. On arrival at Oxford, the very recent death of his brother caused him to change to medicine. Thus, the scene was set for a career in medicine, and a lifelong interest in music.

Donald’s interest in respiratory medicine was clearly influenced by his brother’s disease, but also by people he met during his training, such as physiologists Dan Cunningham and Brian Lloyd, and neurologist Honour Smith. He did junior jobs in Redhill, Oxford and Manchester, where he went on to do a DPhil with Jack Howell in 1970. They studied ventilatory control in respiratory patients and this involved many lung function tests and basic measurements. Donald returned to Oxford and was made a consultant in respiratory medicine at the Radcliffe Infirmary, and a respiratory physician at the Churchill hospital, in 1971, a post he held until his retirement in 2000.

As a consultant he developed a particular interest in asthma and, not surprisingly, cystic fibrosis. He wrote a popular book for patients on asthma (with Dr Anthony Storr a psychiatrist) in 1979, with a third edition 12 years later. His contributions to respiratory medicine in the UK were considerable and he was made the annual president of the British Thoracic Society in 1994. Another marker of his concern for patient welfare was his considerable involvement with the creation of the National Asthma Campaign in 1990, amalgamating separate asthma charities (the Asthma Research Council, the Asthma Society and the Friends of the Asthma Research Council). He was vice-president of this charity for many years from 1993 and helped establish the National Asthma Training Centre, which taught hundreds of health care staff about asthma care. Donald also continued his interest in research and supervised several doctors for higher degrees, me included.

In 1978, Donald had been asked by the parents of a nurse (All Broads) who had died of a melanoma, to organise annual memorial concerts to raise funds for the Nuffield Department of Surgery. These Jill Brodus concerts grew from strength to strength and evolved into three a year, with ever increasing bands involving health care professionals, their families, and friends. Donald ran and conducted the orchestra for over 25 years until 2005, raising money for many medically related charities. It is interesting that in an interview with his contemporary, Dr Derek Hockaday in 2013, Donald said that he would most like to be remembered for establishing and running the Radcliffe orchestra, pointing out correctly that the 100th concert would come up in 2016. The orchestra continues to flourish 45 years later and will be doing a memorial concert for Donald in November 2022. There are many medical musicians in Oxford and beyond for whom the orchestra allowed them an opportunity to gently return to playing again after enforced breaks.

Donald was always fascinated by tales of medicine from years gone by, and some years ago after his retirement he started an extraordinary book called ‘The Poet. The Practitioner’. These three highly imaginative stories, based on fact, are about John Keats (who initially trained in medicine and died of TB), Dr George Bondington (a 19th century GP with two contrary ideas about TB treatment) and Professor William Osler of Oxford (who had a particular interest in TB and its treatment).

Donald retired to Deddington and continued to organise many musical events, especially encouraging young talent. He had always been interested in composing, but it was only on retirement that he was able to take composition lessons from Cecilia MacDowell, allowing him to compose in earnest; and the Radcliffe Orchestra performed some of his pieces. In February 2011, coincident with his 75th birthday, he organised a concert of his and MacDowell’s songs in the Holywell Music Room, and for his 80th birthday in 2015, he initiated a concert of his and others’ works at Deddington Church. In all, he composed over 75 pieces.

Written by Dr John Strading, Emeritus Professor of Respiratory Medicine, University of Oxford.
Godfrey's involvement in teaching was initially informal – he offered one–week placements in his practice to students interested in experiencing general practice and subsequently helped organise placements in other Oxfordshire practices where students stayed with the GP's family for 2 weeks to experience the reality of providing 24-hour community care. But by the early 1970s the General Medical Council was demanding that general practice training in medical schools should be formalised. Oxford University eventually agreed to appoint a part–time Clinical Reader in general practice to organise this.

Godfrey was appointed to this Clinical Reader post. Although at first he was on his own, a sole GP within a Department of Social Medicine, he gradually managed to raise funds to recruit two GP colleagues (Theo Schofield and Martin Lawrence) as part–time Clinical Lecturers. They helped him devise a curriculum, train a cadre of GP tutors, and manage the task of organising teaching in GP practices across Oxfordshire. Although Godfrey had had no training in research methods, he soon recognised that organising teaching was not enough in itself – research was needed to provide an evidence–base for what was being taught. Exploiting his host Department’s interest in preventive medicine and smoking prevention, he started by recruiting a DPhil student to undertake a randomised trial of the effectiveness of brief stop–smoking advice by a general practitioner. The results of this trial still inform national and international policy on smoking cessation.

Over the next two decades Godfrey gradually developed a formidable academic unit – providing high quality teaching, raising substantial grant income, and publishing important research papers. Godfrey himself became an internationally recognised expert in tobacco control. In 1996 he was awarded the title of Professor. Although the University Department of Primary Care was not created until the year after he retired in 1997, the spadework was Godfrey’s.

Godfrey’s work was recognised during his lifetime by his appointment to Fellowships of the Royal College of General Practitioners in 1978 and the Royal College of Physicians in 1986. He received an OBE in 1989. He is survived by his wife Sissel (to whom he had been married for 61 years), his son Jeremy, and a grandson. He was the first in his family to attend University - both his parents had left school at 14. He was also the first pupil at the local grammar school to gain Oxbridge entrance, winning a scholarship to read medicine at University College in 1949. He admitted that he found his first year socially challenging - his choice of rock–climbing as a favourite undergraduate pastime could be seen as a metaphor for much of his early career. Fortunately he survived the inevitable night climbs of College and University buildings, including the infamous Radcliffe Camera overhang.

Godfrey moved to London to undertake his clinical training at University College Hospital. He qualified in 1955 and then completed a number of junior hospital posts, mainly in paediatrics. In 1959 he decided to pursue a career in general practice and his first post was back in Oxford – a 12–month trainee appointment at a practice on Banbury Rd. His obvious clinical skill and good nature soon led to him being offered a partnership – and he was still working at the same practice when he retired 40 years later, although the practice had by then moved to Beaumont St.

In 1961, he was first appointed as a College doctor (at Queen’s College). He was not impressed by the clinical service on offer to students and he developed a detailed proposal for a student health service. Although the proposal was never implemented in full by the University, the case for a mental health service was accepted and the consequent University Counselling Service still provides vital support for today’s students. And of course, Godfrey and his GP partners subsequently became College doctors for at least five other Colleges, including Balliol and University. Godfrey’s involvement in teaching was initially informal – he offered one–week placements in his practice to students interested in experiencing general practice and subsequently helped organise placements in other Oxfordshire practices where students stayed with the GP’s family for 2 weeks to experience the reality of providing 24-hour community care. But by the early 1970s the General Medical Council was demanding that general practice training in medical schools should be formalised. Oxford University eventually agreed to appoint a part–time Clinical Reader in general practice to organise this.

Godfrey was appointed to this Clinical Reader post. Although at first he was on his own, a sole GP within a Department of Social Medicine, he gradually managed to raise funds to recruit two GP colleagues (Theo Schofield and Martin Lawrence) as part–time Clinical Lecturers. They helped him devise a curriculum, train a cadre of GP tutors, and manage the task of organising teaching in GP practices across Oxfordshire. Although Godfrey had had no training in research methods, he soon recognised that organising teaching was not enough in itself – research was needed to provide an evidence–base for what was being taught. Exploiting his host Department’s interest in preventive medicine and smoking prevention, he started by recruiting a DPhil student to undertake a randomised trial of the effectiveness of brief stop–smoking advice by a general practitioner. The results of this trial still inform national and international policy on smoking cessation.

Over the next two decades Godfrey gradually developed a formidable academic unit – providing high quality teaching, raising substantial grant income, and publishing important research papers. Godfrey himself became an internationally recognised expert in tobacco control. In 1996 he was awarded the title of Professor. Although the University Department of Primary Care was not created until the year after he retired in 1997, the spadework was Godfrey’s.

Godfrey’s work was recognised during his lifetime by his appointment to Fellowships of the Royal College of General Practitioners in 1978 and the Royal College of Physicians in 1986. He received an OBE in 1989. He is survived by his wife Sissel (to whom he had been married for 61 years), his son Jeremy, and a grandson. His son Adrian died in a tragic accident at Oxford station in 1995.

Written by David Mant, Emeritus Professor of General Practice, University of Oxford.
In Memoriam

Dr William James Appleyard FRCP
(Exeter College, 1954) died February 2022

Professor Aaron Beck
(Waltonon College, 1980) died November 2021

Dr Louis Botha Bok
(The Queen’s College, 1932) notified in December 2021 of his death

Mr William Michael Cooke
(Merton College, 1955) died March 2022

Professor Matthew Jeremy Norton Crocker
(New College, 1994) died January 2022

Dr Bridget Ann Davies
(Somerville College, 1950) died April 2022

Dr Charles Kybett Davies
(Magdalen College, 1949) died April 2022

Professor Derek John de Sa
(Jesus College, 1963) notified in March 2022 of his death

Dr David Hallen Elliott OBE
(Magdalen College, 1961) died January 2022

Dr Peter Jonathan Haslett
(Hertford College, 1981) died February 2022

Dr John Richard Henderson
(Balliol College, 1953) notified in March 2022 of his death

Dr John Russell Hughes DM
(Exeter College, 1950) died March 2022

Dr James Henry Marigold
(Magdalen College, 1967) died February 2022

Dr Graham Austin Herrock Miller DM FRCP
(Jesus College, 1948) died January 2022

Dr Cynthia Mary Phillips
(Lady Margaret Hall, 1937) died December 2021

Dr Robert Julius Reichenbach
(Merton College, 1966) died March 2022

Professor John Thomas Edwin Richardson
(St John’s College, 1967) died March 2022

Dr Edward Sumner
(Magdalen College, 1960) died May 2022

Dr Elizabeth JULIE Erika Sutherland FRCP
(St Hilda’s College, 1954 nee Neale) notified in January 2022 of his death

Mr Abhijeet Narayan Tavare
(Balliol College, 2012) notified in December 2021 of his death

Dr John Saville Thurston
(St Edmund Hall, 1930) notified in February 2022 of his death

Dr Jean Elizabeth Velecky
(Somerville College, 1941) died March 2022

Dr Chester White MBE TD
(Merton College, 1952) died November 2021

Dr Timothy Campbell Wood
(Hertford College, 1949) notified in January 2022 of his death

Dr John Saville Thurston
(St Edmund Hall, 1930) notified in February 2022 of his death

Dr Jean Elizabeth Velecky
(Somerville College, 1941) died March 2022

Dr Chester White MBE TD
(Merton College, 1952) died November 2021

Dr Timothy Campbell Wood
(Hertford College, 1949) notified in January 2022 of his death

Please contact the OMA team (oma@medsci.ox.ac.uk) regarding any obituaries of friends or colleagues you would like to be considered for entry into the next edition of Oxford Medicine.
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From August 2020 to March 2022, the University ran its own in-house COVID-19 test and trace system – the Early Alert Service (EAS). A collaboration between the University and Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust (OUHFT) involving everyone from retired public health officials to medical students in their first year of clinical training, more than 12,000 PCR tests were performed, approximately half a million lateral flow devices issued, and people vaccinated on University sites. However, despite best efforts, our ability to limit the spread of infection within the University and the wider Oxford community was repeatedly hampered by the Government’s inability to enact suitable, proportionate, yet impactful policies when necessary.

The clearest example of this is Trinity Term 2021: the relaxing of restrictions and removal of government support coincided with the emergence and swift dominance of the Delta variant within the UK. Compounded by the relative paucity of vaccinated students due to the nature of the vaccine rollout, plus the increased socialising characteristic of Trinity and the want to make up for lost socialising, our community was at particular risk. The government’s lack of practical policy and guidance for higher education institutions and verbose insistence that it would all blow over left the University in a precarious position: continue to align with the Government insistence that it would all blow over left the University in a precarious position and guidance for higher education institutions and verbose insistence that it would all blow over left the University in a precarious position: continue to align with the Government insistence that it would all blow over left the University in a precarious position and guidance for higher education institutions and verbose insistence that it would all blow over left the University in a precarious position: continue to align with the Government insistence that it would all blow over left the University in a precarious position and guidance for higher education institutions and verbose insistence that it would all blow over left the University in a precarious position. The forensic work of our results liaison team swiftly identified the source of infection and isolated the index case, overnight we quadrupled our testing capacity in which our dedicated team of more than eighty medical students were instrumental. Although cases began to rise, and rose quickly, we were confident of where in our community transmission was occurring. Subsequently, and in direct contravention of Government guidance, the Vice Chancellor cancelled all Christmas parties and encouraged working from home where possible. Were it not for the diligence of EAS, and the University’s willingness to act on its findings, I believe there would have been a swifter Omicron wave in Oxford with a real potential to further squeeze local NHS services already under immense strain.

Following the Government’s abolition of isolation requirements and testing availability earlier this Spring, the University chose to discontinue EAS. This action, however, must not be conflated with the University taking the position that the pandemic is over. Moreover, it signified that there was no longer the foundation of Government support on which EAS required to be a successful infection control tool. How can staff and students possibly know that they are close contacts if widescale testing is no longer available? What good is the framework in us continuing to test in-house if there is no requirement for isolation and support has been removed?

Having reflected on this almighty near two-year ordeal, a few thoughts come to mind. Firstly, if we end up in a position once again requiring EAS, we now have a solid framework that we would implement. Many lessons were learnt en-route, but our willingness to act on our mistakes was fundamental to the success of EAS in which I take a lot of pride. Secondly, gratitude to those who stepped up, thinking their public health and clinical days were firmly behind them, and taking the time to guide those such as myself for whom this was very much their first rodeo.

EAS was a real success in limiting infection within and maintaining the productivity of the University in response to one of its greatest adversities throughout its long history. Ultimately, the University tried the government line, but quite quickly we saw cases surge with multiple sources of infection with transmission occurring at events deemed to be COVID safe. Arguably, we learnt our lesson for when the Omicron variant took hold in the run-up to Christmas 2021. Through EAS testing, we detected one of the first Omicron infections in the UK. Where has the time gone? We are now approaching exam season, evident by the copious number of empty coffee jars in Osler House. The last 6 months have certainly been memorable, with the return of the Osler Bop, the 5th years halfway point dinner at Somererville, and the finalists celebratory February dinner at Freuds. Alongside these glamorous evenings, we have put on bops throughout the year, allowing all the clinical medics to let loose and forget about the troubles that come with closing the curtain on a ward round.

Our cohort has also been lucky enough to experience the amazing facilities in Osler House. The building was officially re-opened without restrictions on the 27th March, allowing for full use of the study rooms, gym and bar. Inductions for the gym and bar staff training are currently underway to allow for a tremendous summer term. In May the winning painting from the Osler House COVID Art Competition was unveiled. Although the year is nearly up, there is still plenty to look forward to. We are already starting to plan the annual Osler House Summer Garden Party fuelled by the finest weather Oxford can offer.

My sincerest thanks go out to the current Osler Committee for their hard work over the year!

From a student perspective, I extend this gratitude to all who worked behind the scenes to ensure our continuous support. They include the OS Medics, the Results Liaison Team, the EAS Team, and the Library Team who have all pulled together to ensure that we have had an enjoyable yet productive year. Whether you were actively involved in the service or not, please take a moment to acknowledge how much of the University’s success this year was built on the back of the tireless work of the OS Medics.

Medics at the Osler House Winter Party.

Support AccessGEM, the Graduate Entry Medicine Bursary: A Student-led Initiative

We are a group of current graduate entry medical students working to create a need-based bursary for future students on our course. We’re hoping to raise an initial £125,000 to endow support for one student on the course. Graduate-Entry Medicine (GEM) is a unique pathway into medicine that attracts students into medicine at later stages of life and encourages them to blend previous academic and life experiences into their medical careers. Unfortunately, GEM is an expensive course for students, the majority of whom carry debt from previous degrees, are financially independent from their families and may even be in positions of parental responsibility. On top of that, the funding that is available to students is often not sufficient, and most Oxford scholarships can’t be accessed by GEM students. As you can imagine, many potential applicants simply do not apply to the course and many students who do enrol, face immense financial hardship for the duration of their studies.

To address this, we have been working to create the AccessGEM bursary. This student-led initiative aims to provide liveable bursaries to GEM students for the duration of their studies. We believe that Graduate-Entry Medicine at Oxford should be accessible, regardless of financial status, and that this is a key milestone in eroding systemic barriers in medicine and creating a diverse workforce that represents the community it serves. If you are interested in supporting our efforts, please follow the link or scan the QR code to share your email address with us to find out more!

https://forms.office.com/r/7Ur71dzODe
Oxford House Boat Club: Year in Review

This was another highly successful year for Oxford House Boat Club. Following the club’s double-blades-winning and its first year back in the college rowing world at Summer Torpids 2021, it was important that the club kicked on and continued to grow. This goal was accomplished, and then some. It has been my pleasure (as last year’s Co-President and this year’s Alumni Officer) to watch the club grow from a small group of dedicated rowers who would store the boat outside and paddle on weekends, back to a large part of the lives of clinical medicine students, the first and second years of training in the Oxford rowing experience. Since the first team of six rowers participated in the Boat Race the year after Oxford House Boat Club was founded, a stable home has been built in Balliol boathouse, two boats, and a huge number of rowers. With the addition of the men’s side and further success both on and off the water for the women’s side, the club has had a year worth remembering.

Women’s 1st VIII

It has been another year of sheer domination for the crown jewel in the Oxford House armada, the Women’s First VIII. At Torpids, W1 once again produced a series of classy performances which belied their lovely pace in the starting order. The squad was bolstered by the arrival of two extremely strong 4th year rowers, Sophie Thompson and Zuzanna Borawska, the transfer of 5th year Julia Halligan in from St Hilda’s, the emergence of the world’s hardest-working novice Alex Wood, and the retention of the core of the Summer Torpids crew. An extraordinary pre-Torpids decision, a Captains’ Meeting motion presented by the club passed nearly unanimously, elevating Osler House W1 two divisions in the Torpids starting order from Division 7 to Division 5 (in the name of “not bullying 18-year-olds who have just learned to row with our crew of university-level rowers”). This proved somewhat token, as W1 blew away the competition in their new division anyway, going +5 and winning blades whilst barely breaking a sweat.

However, the real marker of progress was seen when W1 competed in Summer VIIIs for the first time in many years. A competition in which OHBC have had huge historical success with 9 headships, the crew started off Division 4. A special mention must go out to 6-seat Kat Beck, who arrived just 5 minutes late for the meet time; on the final day of VIIIs having commuted from a conference in Milan. There were some thoughts in the college rowing community that Osler House would finally be shown up as the “small-track bullies” of the lower divisions when it came to facing some “real crews” at lower divisions when it came to facing some “real crews” at the end of training in the bank. This proved a step too far at the line. However, such doubts were quickly silenced as W1 seamlessly continued their road back to the top, swiftly dispatching two college crews (1st year Boat Race 2020 and Queen’s) before Donnington Bridge en route to a +4 finish in Division 3. Now ranked 34th on the river and still climbing with ease, it would only be a matter of time before Osler House are not so long in major players in college rowing once again.

Going forward, the crew will benefit hugely from the purchase of a new boat, which thanks to the generous donations to our fundraisers all year, is soon looking like a possibility. With a top-end boat to carry our top-end crew, the sky will once again be the limit for Osler House W1, as it was for many decades in the 20th and early 21st centuries. It is extremely exciting to think about where this crew will be ten years’ time, with a continuous influx of talented and enthusiastic rowers. Can Osler House W1 become the first college crew to reach 10 Summer Eights headships? Watch this space.

Men’s 1st VIII

The story of the year in OHBC has been the restoration of the men’s side. In Torpids, the boys arrived to the qualifying “Rowing On” race with high hopes and not-quite-as-high levels of training in the bank. This proved a step too far at the line, with M1 losing out on the final qualifying place in a dead heat-settling coin toss. Never to be dismissed, however, the crew kicked on. With the purchase of a set of blades and a 3rd hand shell (lovingly nicknamed the “Blue Bullet”) from Hartford College for a princely three-figure sum, the men’s side were given freedom to organise outings independently. Enthusiastic leadership from Captains Regan Rasmussen and fixture secretary Matty Hayes ensured that, come Rowing On for Summer VIIIs, the boys set a strong time and qualified easily. In the week, things may not quite have gone to plan in racing terms (with “spoons” secured, being bumped every day), but the men’s side could quite honestly not have received a bigger boost. Their sense of humour and sense (see pictures) and friendliness to every crew they encountered (read: crashed into during the warmup) fostered an incredible atmosphere

which was noticed far and wide – recruitment for the men’s side has never been higher than in the days since Summer VIIIs, and we have high hopes for the continuing upwards trajectory of the side. For a crew that did not exist this time last year, the future could not be brighter.

Women’s 2nd VIII

Osler House W2 has always been a unique crew. Where other colleges use their W2 to field novice rowers, some of whom are new to competitive sport, Osler House has always had a deep pool of strong rowers who want a lower training burden, or already-strong sportswomen wanting to move to rowing. Therefore, it is unsurprising that Osler W2 had another stellar year as one of the premier 2nd V11s on the Isis, as well as being the heart and soul of the social side of the club. In Torpids, the crew went an admirable +2 in search of promotion to fixed divisions, a goal we are confident of achieving next year. In Summer VIIIs, a mixed W2/3 crew went a stunning +4 (for the first time since 1992, a year in which none of the crew were yet born!) with the technique and power on show from novices and rowing veterans alike securing promotion from Division 7 to Division 6. Led by cox Meirian Evans and senior rowers such as Rebecca Conway-Jones and ties Rayment-Gomez, the bonding of a group of very different individuals to form a cohesive crew who had a whole of a time racing together epitomised everything we love about Osler House Boat Club. A highlight for all involved was the double bump on the final day, with bankriders not allowed on Saturday of Eights, it was instead the W1 crew who ran next to the speeding W2, shouting distances as they closed on the University College crew they pursued. After a clean, technical and powerful row, the bump was met with rapturous celebration for the motley crew, never the same on any two days of the competition, who have taken both the sport and the club to their hearts.

Outside of OHBC

Osler House Boat Club are proud to represent all medics on the river, whether they row with us or not. For that reason, it would be wrong not to include the big story of this Summer VIIIs: sixth year med Hannah Farley, after 10 years rowing for Univ W1 (including her DPhil) secured the colleges first ever headship on her last day of racing. Huge congratulations go out to her and the rest of the club. Commiserations, on the other hand, to 4th year Ayman D’Souza, who missed out on headship with Christchurch M1 on the final day. There will be other opportunities, and we’re sure he will reach the top of the bumps chart next time.

In the University squads, we had representation from two of last year’s Osler House bladewinners: Rose Lynch (OUWLC; Tetrh 4+) and Orane Grant (OUWBC 4+). OHBC’s Head Coach and another of last year’s bladewinners, Katherine Maitland, won the Princess Grace Challenge Cup at Henley Royal Regatta with Leander Boat Club. Huge congratulations to all those for their hard work and many successes!

The Future

In the short term, there are several exciting events on the horizon. We are planning on hosting our first Alumni Dinner in August. The club has had such an impact on the clinical school experience of so many, and we will be delighted to celebrate that with all who hold OHBC dear. There is also the first upcoming fixture against our varsity rivals at Adderbrookes Boat Club (“The Baddies From Adder”) in the inaugural Clinical School Boat Race. The home leg will be held in Oxford in September, and the return leg in “the other place” at some point in the Spring. As always, we would love to see all alumni who are interested in attending these events; your continuing support and encouragement is one of the things which makes rowing for Osler so special for all of us.

In the longer term, we are looking to purchase a new women’s boat, especially following the success of the new men’s boat. This would ensure that our W1 can move from being competitive on a college scale to competition on a regional, national, and international level, with regattas such as Henley and the Head of the Charles targets. This would also ensure that we can provide for our beloved Women’s 2nd VIII, keeping sport going in Oxford even when the 1st VIII are competing elsewhere. One such complication this year occurred when the W1 had to withdraw from the United Hospitals Bumps race in London due to W2 having to qualify for Summer VIIIs on the schedule. Other competitions to the club are always welcome at https://www.gofundme.com/f/osler-house-boat-club.

All that remains is to thank everyone who has made rowing with Osler this year possible. To our President, Jen, who has kept the club running through many challenges; to our Senior Coach and another of last year’s blades-winners, Katherine Maitland, won the Princess Grace Challenge Cup at Henley Royal Regatta with Leander Boat Club. Huge congratulations to all those for their hard work and many successes!

Please do keep in touch:

@ohbc_oxford
OHBC
Oslerhousebc.president@gmail.com
Gofundme: https://gf.me/u/zcf4kp
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A Pandemic Pantomime
Doctor Flu: The Shoe Must Go On

Meirian Evans
(St Catherine’s College, 2017) Tingewick Society

Things took quite the turn after last writing in December. The Omicron variant threatened to put a stop to our plans to stage the first Tingewick since 2019, and the first Tingewick out of Oxford. University restrictions cancelled the final week of December rehearsals. So, convinced we’d all be in lockdown by January, we worked on backup plans (a Tingewick ‘mockumentary’). Against all odds, with a carefully re-written risk assessment, fully masked, socially distanced and LFT-negative audiences, and understudies for almost every character, we somehow made it to the Amey Theatre in January for a sell-out run of Doctor Flu: The Shoe Must Go On, to an audience of over 1000 over 4 nights.

And what a show it was. The curtains opened on Staff Testing in January for a sell-out run of Doctor Flu: The Shoe Must Go On, to an audience of over 1000 over 4 nights.

Thanks to our audiences who came, despite all the challenges, and dug deep at the end of each evening – we raised £13,500! This combined with the rest of our fundraising events puts the 2021 Tingewick total at over £42,000 for Oxford Hospitals Charity and Calon Hearts, which is the most raised in recent memory and will make a huge difference to our charities.

The new Tingewick firm are already hard at work raising money for the 2022 charities, which are Oxford Hospitals Charity and Helen & Douglas House, with an upcoming 26 mile walk from Tingewick Hall to Tingewick village, a raffle and the Three Peaks challenge before the pantomime later this year. To stay in the loop, please follow Tingewick Society on Facebook, rita_tingewick on Instagram or @RitaTingewick on Twitter.

You can donate to the 2022 total at www.tingewick-2022.raisely.com

Pre-clinical School News

When I last wrote in Michaelmas term 2021, I hoped the academic year would proceed smoothly, although I anticipated some bumps along the way. As I write this brief report, in the middle of Trinity-term, third year students are sitting Finals, second year students are anxiously waiting for the results of the 1st BM papers taken at the start of the term, while teaching of first years is winding down as they settle into revision for their exams in mid-June. For the first time in three summers, Trinity term is proceeding as usual, and that is very pleasing to report!

All teaching has returned to pre-pandemic formats – in-person, whole cohort, mask-free – with online delivery only retained in a small number of instances for pedagogic reasons. (One silver lining of the pandemic lockdowns was the discovery that some material could be more effectively delivered online.) Pre-clinical students are once more able to studying collaboratively in the Medical Sciences Teaching Centre between teaching sessions. After the upgrade to the ventilation system, teaching has resumed in the anatomy suite, bolstered by the appointment of two Clinical Anatomists by the Department of Physiology, Anatomy and Genetics, who are providing an excellent and highly appreciated anatomical education for our pre-clinical students. Sharmila and Rumyana have already made several innovative changes to the way that we deliver teaching in this area, and plans are afoot to start using virtual reality headsets to enhance students’ experience further.

As the academic year draws to a close, we turn our attention to recruiting the next generation of medical students, with in-person Open Days in late June and the resumption of the residential UNIQ Summer Schools after a two-year online hiatus. Finally, we have welcomed two new members of staff to the Undergraduate Studies Office in the MStC. Louise Taylor has been recruited to the role of Senior Administrative Officer, with responsibility for admissions and year 3 of the course, while Olivia Kemsley has been appointed to a newly-created Academic Administrator role. That takes the headcount in the office to six, a far cry from the days that many of you will remember when Glenys Davies ran the pre-clinical course single-handedly, but reflective of the increasing internal and external administrative and regulatory requirements associated with delivery of the course.
Clinical School Update: Emerging from the ashes - not quite a phoenix, but still flying

I’ve started this paragraph umpteen times, and then thought “But is ‘business as usual’ really worth saying?” and deleted whatever I’ve written. This time however I’ve had a small epiphany, or reframing, or realisation, and will leave that line in place. After the last few weeks, months and years, ‘business as usual’ is absolutely worth saying. The more familiar steady-state has been woefully lacking of late, and toddling along is a welcome pace. That said, whilst it feels that the COVID waters have (at least temporarily) receded, there is much debris left behind, with which we all struggle. Many students feel underprepared due to COVID-limits in the early clinical years, and stay in touch!

Philippa Gordon, (Newnham College, 2020) Clinical Teaching Fellow, Department of Surgery

And it is more ‘business as usual’, at least on the wards and in GP practices. Alas, face to face teaching is still facing a stultifying start however – so much of our teaching space is embedded in Trust property and subject therefore to different, more stringent social distancing rules than University space alone. I think I speak for all our faculty and most of our students! When I say that online has its advantages, and how much learning is here to stay, but we’d love to actually be together in 3D, at least for the Patient Doctor and F1 Survival courses, Laboratory Medicine, and DCS teaching each week. I daren’t quite hope yet, but the new academic year, just round the corner – the finalists with a new job, a new life, a new place. For me it was straightforward. 2 years ago I committed to staying on British soil, working on the ‘Bleeding Green’ project which focuses on reducing waste in the clinical environment, and with a team in London looking at sustainability projects, which are usually stuffed around the sides of all my other medical school commitments. The opportunity for reflection and powerfully presented to me the systemic solutions.

Sarah Peters (Somerville College, 2016)
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And as for those students who don’t have a new academic year just round the corner – the finalists with a new job, a new city, a completely new phase of life starting in August, thank you for everything. For your grit, and fun (bordering on the anarchic!), your intelligence and compassion – and for holding us to account. My colleagues are right: you are a joy to have around, and I’ll miss you when you’re not. Take care out there and stay in touch!

Hannah Chase (Green Templeton College, 2018)

Should I Stay or Should I Go?: The Environmental Cost of Medical Electives

Over the past 3 years our work on Education for Sustainable Healthcare projects has made us increasingly aware of the impacts on health the climate crisis is already having worldwide. Thus, as our electives approached, the stark difference in the carbon footprint of flying after compared to staying on British soil presented a moral dilemma. We made different decisions:
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as a minimum, we believe students should be asked to consider the environmental impact of their placement

experiencing a new culture, watching patients turn up for surgery having to provide their own surgical kit (which they could often barely afford), to watching fracture repair under ketamine sedation alone because there is no anaesthetist. I spent much time reflecting on planetary health and sustainable healthcare – a global issue in need of global solutions. Minimal resources make the system more sustainable by necessity, yet Western medicine is their aspiration. I would be lying if I said Nepal made me more hopeful on a planetary health front given the understandable aspirations

How do you both feel this dilemma should be managed going forward?

The decision is personal. There is no single right answer and much to gain from both options. International travel allows people to learn from other cultures, including finding solutions to the climate crisis, as well as wider personal experiences. Within healthcare there are many examples of how international collaborations inform more sustainable practices, including where higher resource settings can learn from practice in lower resource settings. Without these cross-cultural experiences it is easy to fall into line without challenging institutional norms: individual clinics, hospitals or nationally accepted norms. The environmental emergency we all face demands ubiquitous self-reflection. Ultimately air travel is unequivocally damaging to the planet’s health.

As a minimum, we believe students should be asked to consider the environmental impact of their placement both in their organisation and as a point of discussion in their reflections. To achieve this effectively they need to be well informed. Bristol medical school held a medical student debate as a dynamic method of engaging the year group. Dr Trevor Thompson reflects on the 2020 debate here - perhaps something to consider at Oxford.

Oxford Medical School Planetary Health Update

Dr SanYuMay Tun has started in her role, half a day a week, as lead of Education for Sustainable Healthcare. Another workshop was held in March, with many faculty members and students sharing the progress and further aspirations. The results of the Planetary Health Report Card were published, including for Oxford.

Digital footprint: The CO2 Cost of Emails

Although small in the grand scheme of things, reviewing our overflowing inboxes full of unwanted messages, is an easy rapid win for all of us who are both addicted to, and inundated with digital communication.

- The culprits are greenhouse gases produced in running the computer, server and routers but also those emitted when the equipment was manufactured.
- Sending even a short email is estimated to add about four grammes (0.14 ounces) of CO2 equivalent (gCO2e) to the atmosphere. To put this into perspective, the carbon output of hitting “send” on 65 emails is on par with driving an average-sized car a kilometre (0.6 of a mile).
- It gets worse when you send an email with a large attachment, which puts about 50 gCO2e into the air. Five such messages are like burning about 120 grammes (0.27 pounds) of coal.
- Receiving a spam message—even if you do not open it—has an environmental impact of 0.3 gCO2e.
- One stored email is equivalent to 10g of CO2 per year
- The global carbon footprint from spam annually is equivalent to the greenhouse gases pumped out by 3.1 million passenger cars using 7.6 billion litres (two billion gallons) of gasoline in a year.
- Here is something to keep in mind the next time you type in a non-essential Google enquiry: A web search on an energy-efficient laptop leaves a footprint of 0.2 gCO2e. On an old desktop computer, it is 4.5 gCO2e.
- Recent research suggests that 64 million unnecessary emails are sent every day in the UK, contributing to 23,475 tonnes of carbon a year. That’s 115,931 flights from Heathrow to Madrid.

These are facts from these two websites - do you really think that any of these facts will create behaviour change?


With 1.5million people employed in the NHS, this is an example of small individual actions potentially making a significant collective difference. So why not clean out your inbox, unsubscribe from unwanted newsletters. You will certainly much better.
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Great White Egret © Dr John Reynolds (St Catherine’s College, 1975) Consultant Physician and Clinical Pharmacologist, Oxford

‘Just four miles from level 7 at the JR, the Otmoor RSPB reserve has been one of the places I gravitate to for a quiet hour or so at either end of the day. It is a remarkable place with an abundance of wildlife where I can indulge my hobby of wildlife photography and let the bustle of the day job quietly subside’.